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recent advances, from
the discovery of genes
related to cancer, heart
disease, and other dis-
eases to new insights into
how organisms develop,
cells communicate, and
learning occurs.

The Institute sup-
ports not only scientific
research but also the
training on which it
depends. hhmi’s pro-
gram of grants to
improve science educa-
tion, started in 1987, has
grown from annual dis-
bursements of $40 mil-

lion in 1988 to $107 million in 2003. More-
over, the Institute has committed itself to
exploring greater productivity in science
through collaborative, interdisciplinary
mechanisms—in particular the bold new
venture of an independent research campus
at Janelia Farm in Virginia, which is sched-
uled to open in 2006.

“The Howard Hughes Medical Institute
is certainly [Hughes’s] greatest and most
lasting legacy—no question about it,” said
hhmi Charter Trustee William R. Lummis.
“The Institute has become something that
he never could have imagined.”
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employ more than 320 scientists who con-
duct research in fields such as cell biology,
computational biology, genetics, immunolo-
gy, neuroscience, and structural biology.
Using modern science’s powerful tools,
hhmi investigators seek to explain how the
human body functions and why disease
occurs. Their work has resulted in many

When Howard R. Hughes
founded the scientific
institution that bears his
name, he created what is
likely to be his most
enduring legacy. The
Howard Hughes Medical
Institute has become one
of the world’s leaders in
biomedical research, with
hhmi investigators con-
tributing prodigiously to
scientific knowledge and
to advances in human
well-being.

hhmi had the oppor-
tunity to reflect on its past
and look into the future
when it celebrated its 50th anniversary in
November. The Institute was established in
Delaware on December 17, 1953. Its first
years were marked largely by intellectual
foundation-building—a select group of
Hughes’s advisers charted the fields of bio-
medical research that it would support. In
the 1980s and thereafter, the Institute’s char-
ter trustees brought vision and leadership to
what might be called hhmi’s modern era.
Their momentous decision to sell the Hughes
Aircraft Company ultimately helped create a
diversified endowment that today is valued
at nearly $12 billion.

From the 47 original hhmi investiga-
tors in 1957, the Institute has grown to

Addressing the celebrants for hhmi’s 50th anniver-

sary, Hanna H. Gray, (right) chairman of the Insti-

tute’s Trustees, took a few moments for personal

reflection. “It has been immensely satisfying to work

with the excellent leadership of the Institute and with

its dedicated executives and administrators,” she said.

“It has been satisfying, too, to become acquainted with many of the Hughes

investigators, to be introduced to their fields of inquiry, and to watch their ever-

deepening accomplishments and contributions, which continue to sustain the

Institute’s core program and shape the character and impact of the Institute’s

place in the scientific community.

“It has been equally rewarding to assist in the development of new programs

that look above all to attracting young people to the

excitement of scientific learning, to strengthening the

curricula and resources of science in undergraduate

education, to supporting graduate students and post-

doctoral scientists, to stimulating an interest in

research on the part of clinicians.

“And we now see the development of the Janelia Farm campus as a critical

step in providing the next opportunities for hhmi to advance research and

training in emerging areas of the biomedical sciences.”

All in all, Gray observed, “hhmi’s history spans a period of breathtaking

development in the biomedical sciences, and our mission remains constant even

while some areas of discovery take on new contours and possibilities.”

Looking Back, Looking Ahead

For more on hhmi’s anniversary, see page 28.
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n december 17, 1903, wilbur and orville
Wright achieved the first powered flight with a heav-
ier-than-air machine. The Wright Flyer traversed
only 120 feet along the beach at Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina, but that 12-second flight transformed the

century. The disciplined and inspired experiments of two bicycle
manufacturers from Dayton, Ohio, spawned almost unimaginable
technological innovations. Who could have dreamt that we would
see regular missions of the space shuttle or that people would be
transported at supersonic speeds on aircraft like the Concorde?

Exactly 50 years after the Wright brothers’ flight, another avia-
tion pioneer made the momentous decision to found the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute. History doesn’t relate whether Howard
Hughes deliberately chose the anniversary of the pioneering flight
as the Institute’s founding date, but the confluence of events is felic-
itous. As a pilot, Hughes flew planes farther and faster than the
Wright brothers could have imagined at Kitty Hawk. He set speed
records, flew around the world, and, at one point, owned one of the
nation’s great airline companies. As an entrepreneur and innovator
himself, Hughes built an aircraft company that helped guide the
nation into outer space.

Who could have imagined the consequences of the decision
Hughes made 50 years ago to create hhmi? Could Hughes himself
have imagined that his investment in an aircraft company would
ultimately support some of the world’s most innovative biomedical
scientists? Hughes investigators have made major discoveries that
shape our understanding of diseases such as cystic fibrosis and
colon cancer; they have identified genes responsible for balance and
the regulation of basic life processes such as sleeping and eating;
they have studied the molecular underpinnings of memory and cel-
lular function. This issue of the Bulletin highlights the creativity of
our investigators and grantees and profiles Roderick MacKinnon of
the Rockefeller University, who became the latest hhmi investiga-
tor to receive the Nobel Prize. MacKinnon, who joined the Institute
six years ago, shared the 2003 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for discov-
ering the structure and mechanism of the channel that controls
potassium flow into living cells.

Envisioning how these and other discoveries will reshape the
future is certainly exciting, but it is also humbling, in that our vision
is rarely bold enough. So in this 50th anniversary year, we gathered a
number of investigators, scientists, educators, policy makers, and
trustees for a one-day symposium and asked them to think about
what the future might look like. Together, we discussed how institu-
tions support biomedical research, the future of scientific disciplines,

how to define the ideal life sciences curriculum, and the future direc-
tions of the Institute itself.

What emerged was a mix of boldness and caution, as exempli-
fied by Roger Y. Tsien, an hhmi investigator at the University of
California, San Diego, who described the potential application of
single-cell imaging and biochemistry to cancer treatment. “The
dream, of course, is that in the morning [a patient has] the imaging
agent injected and if you see the bright contrast for the metastasis
against the normal tissue, then in the afternoon you put in the ther-
apeutic agent that’s supposed to burn out the tumor,” said Tsien,
whose lab works with cultured cells. “I’m very well aware that 99
percent of what works in tissue culture doesn’t work in vivo and
then 99 percent of what worked in a mouse is not going to work in
people. So this is highly premature—I only raised it because I was
explicitly asked to talk about the future and take some risks.”

Like other hhmi investigators, Tsien started out with a different
goal in mind. He wanted to find a way to spy on the inner workings
of the cell and to see the activity of specific proteins. He created 
fluorescent proteins that are activated when specific reactions occur
and has now devised new approaches for seeing how cells respond to
key molecules, such as calcium, and neurotransmitters that signal
between nerve cells. Tsien and his colleagues are now thinking about
how to build molecules that can carry a payload into a cell, whether
that payload is an imaging compound or a therapeutic agent.

Our hope is that our investigators will dream boldly and tackle
high-risk, high-reward research questions that will change how we
see the world. We have equally ambitious aspirations for the Janelia
Farm Research Campus—both as a research community and for the
discoveries its scientists will generate. I have a hard time imagining
where these efforts will take us—the best journeys sometimes take
us to unforeseen destinations—but I have no doubt that the results
will be exhilarating.
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U p F r o n t
Adult Stem Cell Plasticity
Now in Doubt
Challenging current beliefs about how stem cells work, researchers
urge caution about proceeding too quickly to clinical trials. 

A
lthough adult stem cells con-
tribute to tissues other than the
ones from which they originate
by fusing with preexisting cells
in these tissues, it now appears

doubtful that adult cells derived from bone
marrow have the plasticity to transform, or
“transdifferentiate,” themselves into new types
of cells, researchers say.

The fusion phenomenon gives the
appearance that stem cells from bone marrow
alter themselves to become mature cells in
other tissues, when in fact they do not, con-
cludes hhmi investigator Sean J. Morrison at
the University of Michigan, one of the study’s
senior authors. They published their findings
October 30, 2003, in Nature. The study sug-
gests that scientists should exercise caution in
using adult bone marrow cells in clinical
trials designed to generate new cells in other
tissues. Such trials—in which, for example,
bone marrow cells have been injected into
heart muscle in an effort
to stimulate the forma-
tion of new heart muscle
cells after heart attack—
are already under way.

The new findings
indicate that bone mar-
row cells contribute to
other tissues by fusing
with preexisting cells
rather than by forming
new cells. It remains
uncertain whether the
fusion of blood cells with
cells in other tissues can
contribute to the survival
or regeneration of cells in
those tissues.

Blue Signal
Stem cells have the theoretical potential to
differentiate into adult cells of many types.
Scientists believe that it might be possible to
introduce stem cells to regenerate damaged
brain, spinal cord, heart, liver, and other
tissues. Initially, adult stem cells were
thought to be able to generate cells only
from the tissue of origin—for example,
blood stem cells had been thought to make
only blood cells. However, studies over the
past four years have shown that bone mar-
row cells contribute to unrelated tissues,
such as those in the heart, causing some
scientists to believe that adult stem cells can
mature into specialized cells of unrelated
tissue types, in a process known as “transdif-
ferentiation.” Thus, for example, hematopoi-
etic, or blood stem cells, could give rise to
mature neurons, or vice versa, if they were
placed in the appropriate environment.

“The concept of transdifferentiation has

been important because
papers in major journals over
the last few years have suggest-
ed that there is widespread
potential for transdifferentia-
tion among stem cells from a
number of different tissues,”
says Morrison. “And these
findings were the basis for
political arguments against the
use of embryonic stem cells.
Some critics of [embryonic
stem cell] research argued that
if adult stem cells really had
developmental plasticity, there
was no need to work on
embryonic stem cells.”

Other studies meanwhile
raised the possibility that the
seeming plasticity observed in
adult stem cells might result
from cell fusion. Morrison,
Arturo Alvarez-Buylla (of the
University of California, San
Francisco), and their
colleagues set out to develop a
technique that could directly
and unequivocally determine
whether cell fusion actually
took place in vivo.

They installed in bone
marrow cells a kind of genetic
switch, called Cre, that has the
capability of turning on a
“reporter” gene whose activity
could be detected by a charac-
teristic blue staining of tissues.
In genetically engineered mice,
this reporter gene is normally
turned off in cells of different
tissues; only when cells with the blue reporter
gene fuse with cells with the Cre protein can
the Cre protein turn on its telltale blue
expression.

In initial experiments in vitro, Alvarez-
Buylla and his colleagues showed clear evi-
dence that the system worked by signaling in
blue when cell fusion took place. Next,
researchers in both laboratories endeavored
to determine whether cell fusion occurred in
live mice. In those studies, they transplanted
bone marrow cells containing the Cre protein
into mice whose endogenous marrow cells
had been eliminated by irradiation. Cells
throughout the bodies of those mice con-

Tale of Two Nuclei Fusing bone-marrow-derived cells with

Purkinje neurons, researchers found cells with two nuclei—one irregu-

larly shaped like those in typical Purkinje cells (arrowhead) and the

other more spherical (arrow)—suggesting that the nuclei had 

different origins. The investigators found no evidence of transdifferen-

tiation without fusion.
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tained the reporter gene that could be
switched on by Cre.

“In these mice, we consistently found
small numbers of blue neurons in the brain,
blue hepatocytes in the liver, and blue cardiac
muscle cells in the heart,” said Morrison.
Many of these blue cells had two or more
nuclei, which further confirmed that they
had been formed by fusion.

Alvarez-Buylla and his colleagues went a
step further and performed indicator experi-
ments that were designed to detect transdif-
ferentiation in the cells of mice. They used a
second reporter gene in the bone marrow
cells whose expression did not depend on

fusion and found no evidence that the bone
marrow cells transdifferentiated into brain,
heart, or liver cells.

Red Flag
According to Morrison and Alvarez-Buylla,
the results of their studies should caution
researchers who are planning, or are already
doing, clinical trials based on the plasticity of

adult stem cells. “Our findings raise
a red flag about going too fast to
clinical trials based on the assump-
tion that transdifferentiation is the
mechanism by which stem cells
give rise to other cell types,” says
Alvarez-Buylla. “Our paper sug-
gests that previous claims of trans-
differentiation may be explained
by cell fusion.” The scientists say
they cannot rule out that transdif-
ferentiation might be occurring,
but they saw no evidence of it in
their experimental system.

In any case, according to Morri-
son, the findings emphasize the
importance of using a wide range of
studies to determine the properties
of stem cells.“Responsible stem cell
researchers have argued all along
that it is important for research to
continue with both embryonic stem
cells and adult stem cells,” he says.
“And I think these findings further
support that idea by providing
evidence that the plasticity of the
adult stem cells was overestimated.”

He adds: “In this paper, we
described a relatively simple
method for looking directly for
evidence of fusion. And I hope
that future studies of transdiffer-
entiation will use methods like this
to determine whether the contri-
bution of bone marrow under
other conditions could also be
accounted for by fusion.”

According to Alvarez-Buylla,
the findings of the two laboratories
are also significant because they
might reveal a new biological
mechanism. “Although this remains
quite speculative, cell fusion might
be a physiologically relevant phe-
nomenon,” he said. “While investi-
gators have long used cell fusion as

an experimental tool to explore the relative
influence of one cell’s cytoplasm over anoth-
er’s nucleus, they never suspected that fusion
was occurring naturally.”

He and Morrison will now use their
fusion-detection method to search for fusion
in other tissues and to determine whether it
does indeed play a rescue role in damaged cells.

—DENNIS MEREDITH

“Responsible stem cell
researchers have argued all
along that it is important for
research to continue with
both embryonic stem cells
and adult stem cells.”

—SEAN J. MORRISON
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U p F r o n t

Jonathan Weissman (right) and Erin O'Shea believe

that mapping proteins is critical to understanding

their functional properties.

Yeast Is Yeast
Cataloging the first atlas of an organism’s proteins, scientists created
a powerful tool for understanding these “workhorse” molecules.

U
sing high-tech robots and old-
fashioned hard labor, hhmi
researchers have measured the
abundance and pinpointed the
cellular locations of more than

4,000 proteins in yeast.
The proteins catalyze reactions, transport

molecules within the cell, and switch genes on
and off. Measuring the abundance of yeast
proteins and identifying their cellular locations
will be invaluable in helping to understand the
complex biology of a relatively simple organ-
ism. Moreover, the effort exemplifies a shift in
biological research toward understanding how
changes in the “proteome”—the interacting
global network of proteins in a cell—can
influence cellular behavior.

“We have now made the yeast proteome
accessible in a way it simply wasn’t before,”
says hhmi investigator Jonathan S. Weiss-
man at the University of California, San
Francisco (UCSF), who collaborated on the
effort with fellow hhmi investigator Erin K.
O’Shea, also at UCSF. Researchers can now
“measure the abundance of proteins and
follow their location with a degree of sensi-
tivity that was never possible for any pro-
teome in any organism,” Weissman observes.

Because the functional level of proteins
in a cell can vary enormously, measuring the
level is critical to understanding their proper-
ties, the researchers point out. Likewise, map-
ping the location of individual proteins in the
cell is also essential to understanding protein
function, says O’Shea.

Weissman adds that the new atlas helps
to put yeast itself in the scientific spotlight.
“We believe that this capability really
strengthens the status of yeast as the premier
organism for the systems-biology approach
to a coherent, comprehensive understanding
of how the cell works,” he says.

O’Shea, Weissman, and colleagues pub-
lished their results in two articles in the Octo-
ber 16, 2003, issue of Nature.

The researchers developed a method for

tagging each protein by first introducing the
DNA for a specific tag into each of the genes
that specify each yeast protein. They then
synthesized about 13,000 gene sequences
that would target one of the tags to the end
of each gene in the yeast genome. Taking
advantage of the available Saccharomyces
cerevisiae genome sequence, the researchers
developed a method for tagging the known
6,234 yeast gene segments thought to specify
each yeast protein, called open reading
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frames, or ORFs.
They synthesized
short DNA fragments
that carried, at one
end, a “tag” that
allows the resulting
protein to be detected
and, at the other end,
a sequence specific
for each ORF, which
allows the tag to be
inserted into each
yeast gene.

The researchers
created two different
libraries of yeast cells,
each cell producing a
different tagged pro-
tein. One library
consisted of roughly
4,200 yeast strains,
each producing a
protein tagged with a
sequence that makes
it easy to purify using

an antibody to the tag. This method permit-
ted the researchers to use antibodies to
quantify the level of protein in the cell. The
other library, used for protein-localization
studies, consisted of strains in which each
protein was tagged with a sequence that
produced a green fluorescent protein visible
under a microscope.

Rare but Critical
“The experimental highlights for me are, first,
that we can detect more than 80 percent of
the yeast proteins in the cell—and that’s a
high fraction of the genome to be expressing
at one time,” says O’Shea. “And equally inter-
esting is that we can see a vast range of pro-
tein abundance, from fewer than 50 molecules
per cell to more than 1 million.” In contrast,
previous methods of detecting yeast proteins
identified only the more abundant proteins,
missing rare but critical proteins, such as
those that switch on genes.

“We just didn’t know how much of the
proteome the cell needed during growth,”
says Weissman. “We might have guessed that
the cell had many genes in reserve for other
purposes. So the 80 percent expression level
we detected was a bit of a surprise. Also,
although we had hints that proteins existed at
a wide range of abundances, until these

measurements were made, there was no way
to quantify that range.”

In addition to identifying many thou-
sands of functional genes, the researchers also
quantified the number of spurious ORFs,
which are DNA segments that appear to be
genes but are not. Their findings, they said,
agreed with other studies of potentially spu-
rious ORFs that do not yield detectable pro-
tein products.

O’Shea and Weissman next plan to use
their protein libraries to explore how protein
levels change over time. Obtaining this kind
of dynamic information will be critical to
efforts to model the action of proteins as the
cell grows and adapts to changing condi-
tions. Such models, they say, will give biolo-
gists the scientific equivalent of a movie of
the cell’s machinery, as opposed to the snap-
shots available today.

“Although it’s interesting to know under
standard lab conditions how much of each
protein is present,” says O’Shea, “what you
really want to know in order to understand
more about biology and biological processes
is how the amounts of the proteins change in
response to different perturbations, like
changes in the environment. Or if you make
a mutation in the cell, how the abundance of
the proteins changes.”

Where Proteins Live
The localization studies were performed at
two levels of specificity, notes Weissman.
“First, we examined the cells using
microscopy techniques, and for many pro-
teins, that was enough. We could tell that
many proteins—more than a thousand—
existed in the nucleus or the cytoplasm. But
for other proteins, we saw a punctate pattern
that only told us that the protein was concen-
trated in a specific place.”

To pinpoint the locations of these pro-
teins more specifically, the researchers
introduced reference proteins tagged with
red fluorescent molecules that were known
to localize to one or another specific cell
structure. Such structures might include,
for example, the mitochondria—the cell’s
power plants—or the Golgi apparatus,
which is a network of internal cell mem-
branes. When the researchers saw both red
and green fluorescence at a given point,
they knew that the protein concentrated in
that structure.

According to O’Shea, the results of the
localization studies were gratifying, and are
already beginning to have an impact. “We
were surprised that we could see as many
proteins as we did and that the quality of the
data was so good. Also, we were surprised

that more than 1,800 proteins
have at least a part of their
localization in places other
than the cytoplasm or the
nucleus. So, from this study,
we’ve gained a lot of informa-
tion about potential new
functions of these proteins.”

O’Shea notes that her
future studies of localization,
like those quantifying protein
levels, will concentrate on
dynamic changes in the cell.
“In this study, we’ve only
provided a static view of
localization under one condi-
tion,” she says. “But protein
localization is dynamic, in
many cases, and I think that
the big challenge now is to
use this library of strains to
study how protein localiza-
tion changes in response to
environmental conditions.”

—DENNIS MEREDITH

Little Green Protein A single protein (green) glows in

the mitochondrion—the site of energy production—of a divid-

ing cell. Using unique DNA tags that were also phosphorescent,

UCSF scientists were able to identify and pinpoint the loca-

tions of most of the proteins in yeast. They found that more

than 500 proteins—about 1 in 8 in the organism—are active in

the mitochondrion.
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B
iomedical research generally takes
the form of either laboratory-
based experiments that manipu-
late genes, cells, and animals or
hospital-based studies that

observe patients and analyze human tissues.
But bench work can be far removed from
real-world diseases, and clinical situations
often contain uncontrollable variables. Conse-
quently, investigators are starting to combine
the two approaches. The results can be power-
ful, as illustrated by a study published this
past August in Cell.

hhmi investigator Todd R. Golub and a
colleague at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute,
Mark E. Ewen, were intent on understanding
a mechanism by which the protein cyclin D1
might cause certain cancers. Together with
Justin Lamb—initially a postdoctoral fellow
in Ewen’s lab and now a research associate
working with Golub—they devised a strategy
combining DNA microarrays, a large human-
tumor database, a 70-year-old statistical
method, and plenty of computing power.

On the basis of the results, the
researchers formulated a hypothesis about
cyclin D1 that Lamb then validated through
experiments. That hypothesis and the proce-
dure by which it was reached might well
point the way toward new cancer therapies.

Messy Data
Cyclin D1 is thought to play a critical role in
the cell cycle, the elaborate process by which a
cell prepares for and carries out division into
two daughter cells. Overproduced in 50–80
percent of human breast tumors (findings
vary), cyclin D1 is also a likely culprit in man-
tle-cell lymphoma and head and neck tumors.

Some studies suggest that cyclin D1 takes
a second path, in addition to the cell cycle, to
stimulate the uncontrolled cell division char-
acteristic of tumors. The hypothesis, still
somewhat controversial, holds that cyclin D1
is a transcription factor that stimulates par-

Combine and Conquer
Using gene chips, tumor samples, and statistics, researchers uncover a
protein partnership that likely contributes to several cancers.

ticular target genes to produce messenger
RNAs (mRNAs) and that these mRNAs serve
as templates for generating proteins that
provoke cancer growth.

In the late 1990s, Ewen and Lamb pur-
sued one molecular strategy after another to
identify cyclin D1’s target genes but had little
success. Lamb meanwhile knew members of
Golub’s lab, which lies a floor below Ewen’s.
Golub investigates cancer by applying DNA
microarrays, silicon
chips etched with thou-
sands of DNA frag-
ments. Researchers
expose these chips to
copies of a tissue sam-
ple’s mRNA. The bind-
ing of these copies to
the chip’s DNA frag-
ments reveals whether
particular genes in the
sample are turned on,
or “expressed,” or
turned off.

Talking to members
of Golub’s lab gave Ewen
and Lamb the idea to try
their luck with microar-
rays. First, Lamb geneti-
cally tweaked cultured
human mammary cells
to overproduce cyclin
D1. Then he applied a
commercially available
microarray whose 7,000
DNA fragments revealed
the activity of an esti-
mated 5,000 genes. He
found that 21 genes were
expressed when the
cultured cells overpro-
duced cyclin D1.

Extracting useful
information from
mountains of gene-

expression data is a “big challenge,” says
Lamb. For help, he turned to Sridhar
Ramaswamy, an oncologist in Golub’s lab.
Ramaswamy had recently built a database,
known as the Global Cancer Map (GCM),
that catalogs the expression levels of more
than 16,000 genes from 190 human tumors
that he and his colleagues had analyzed on
microarrays. Lamb and Ramaswamy won-
dered whether the GCM could establish the
clinical relevance of the 21-gene “expression
signature” that Lamb had pinpointed.

So they visited Nick Patterson, a mathe-
matician at the Broad Institute (newly created
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Harvard University, and the Whitehead Insti-

Resourceful and creative, Todd Golub (left) and

Mark Ewen developed new strategies to mine

mountains of data.
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tute for Biomedical Research), where Golub
also runs a lab. Patterson had spent 21 years in
cryptography and 8 in finance before switch-
ing to biology. Lamb and Ramaswamy hoped
to learn from him which statistical method
could best compare cyclin D1’s expression
signature with those of the tumors in the
GCM database. To Lamb’s amazement, Patter-
son came up with an answer within minutes.

Patterson’s suggestion had a name remi-
niscent of an arcane chess maneuver: the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) nonparametric
rank statistic. Dating back to the 1930s, it had
rarely, if ever, been applied to microarrays
before. But it seemed appropriate, Patterson
recalls, because microarray data are often “very
messy,” and the KS statistic can handle samples
gathered under far-from-ideal conditions.

Lamb and Ramaswamy used a computer
to rank almost 6,500 genes from the GCM

according to how closely their activity
matched that of cyclin D1’s gene. These rank-
ings then were used to calculate the KS statis-
tic. By incorporating clinically derived data,
this procedure, Lamb observes, “essentially
allowed us to do an experiment in humans.”
The KS statistic was high, indicating that in
many human tumors, cyclin D1 turns on the
expression signature’s 21 genes—the study’s
first significant finding.

Googling for Genes
Encouraged by this result, the researchers
next asked whether the GCM database could
be used to identify other genes, besides the
one encoding cyclin D1, whose activity
resembled that of the expression signature.
Their reasoning was that if cyclin D1’s gene
and these other genes shared an affinity for
the expression signature, then the proteins

that these genes encode might work together.
Lamb gambled on a brute-force

approach to this data-mining problem: Com-
mandeering a Dana-Farber computer for
four days, he calculated the KS statistic for
each of GCM’s 16,000-plus genes and then
ranked them by how well their expression
patterns approximated those of the 21-gene
set. (He says that better computers and soft-
ware have slashed running time to 10 min-
utes.) Lamb likens this strategy, called KS
scanning, to an Internet Google search, with
the top-ranking genes analogous to the top
“hits” if the search was for those 21 genes.

Surprisingly, the best match turned out
to be the gene for a transcription factor called
C/EBPβ. Although a form of C/EBPβ had
already been implicated in human breast
cancer and mouse mammary tumors, no
earlier paper had connected this protein to
cyclin D1. The “beauty of KS scanning,”
Lamb notes, is that it can uncover mediators
of a protein’s action that are not necessarily
the protein’s direct targets.

Lamb next confirmed the biological reali-

ty of this statistically derived association by
carrying out a year’s worth of experiments.
He found that cyclin D1 and C/EBPβ bind to
similar promoters, which are DNA sequences
near a target gene; the gene turns on or off
depending on which proteins bind to its pro-
moter. When Lamb mutated or deleted these
promoters, the genes did not respond to
cyclin D1 or to C/EBPβ. The two proteins also
appeared to interact physically.

Some prominent and otherwise-impres-
sive microarray studies don’t “validate the
biology” suggested by their statistical analy-
ses, according to Ash A. Alizadeh. Alizadeh
pioneered the application of microarray
technology to lymphomas as a graduate
student in the lab of hhmi investigator
Patrick O. Brown at Stanford University
School of Medicine. In contrast, he says, the
validation process of the cyclin D1 study was

a “tour de force.”

Repression and 
Chaperones
The Dana-Farber team hypoth-
esizes that C/EBPβ normally
sits on promoters, repressing
the activity of nearby genes.
Add cyclin D1, and de-repres-
sion occurs; overproduce cyclin

D1, as some tumor cells do, and target genes
become hyperactive. Ewen notes that some of
these genes encode “chaperone” proteins,
which protect other proteins during their
synthesis or when a cell is stressed. A growing
tumor likely needs more chaperones than
usual, and cyclin D1’s role as a transcription
factor might help supply them.

The study in Cell, however, “doesn’t tell
you that [this process] is actually contribut-
ing to tumorigenesis,” cautions Ewen. His
next goal is to prove that the interaction
between cyclin D1 and C/EBPβ can turn
normal cultured cells into malignant ones. If
this transformation assay works, researchers
and companies could use it to screen poten-
tial therapeutic compounds.

KS scanning “is a general methodology,”
says Golub. “It has been fully evaluated for
cyclin D1, but there’s nothing that’s D1-
specific about it.” He, Lamb, and Ewen are
already applying KS scanning to other can-
cer-linked genes, and they report that other
scientists have expressed interest in the
technique. —DOUGLAS STEINBERG
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name reminiscent of an
arcane chess maneuver: the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
nonparametric rank statistic.
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S
cience is a hard sell to Native Amer-
icans, and Anjanette M. Grant
thinks she knows why. An Ojibway
who is doing graduate work in edu-
cational leadership at the University

of North Dakota, Grant says that the way sci-
ence is usually taught conflicts with the way
most Native Americans learn. “It’s too
abstract; there’s no practicality,” she explains.

Grant’s master’s degree thesis will exam-
ine why Native Americans leave the hard
sciences. But she is also working to remedy
the situation way down the pipeline. Grant
spent last summer working as codirector of
the Science in the Circle of Life program—a
science camp for middle schoolers run by the
Dakota Science Center and supported by a
precollege science education award from
hhmi. She hopes that the two weeks her
campers spent living and working with scien-
tists on the university campus in Grand
Forks, North Dakota, will convince them that
science is not a foreign country but rather a
world they could comfortably call home.

Thirty 7th and 8th graders from reserva-
tions and rural communities throughout the
state devote their first few days on campus to
exploring six scientific fields: biology, bio-
chemistry, geology, hydrology, aerospace, and
physics. Then they choose one of them for 10
days of mentored scientific investigation.

Food-Pyramid Bingo
In a biochemistry exploration session, Destiny
Anderson (a Blackfeet with a B.S. degree in
dietetics who works with the federal Indian
Health Service) is talking about the applied
biochemistry of nutrition. She hands out
food-pyramid bingo cards with the numbers
of traditional bingo replaced by pictures of
foods in the six main food groups. “Spinach—
one cup,” Anderson calls. “Two eggs. Cooked
brown rice—half a cup.” The students are
searching their cards and covering squares
until a 12-year-old’s squeal signals a winner. As
they play the game, these middle school stu-

dents are learning about recommended daily
servings of fruits and vegetables; meat and
dairy products; breads and grains; and fat, oil,
and sweets. They’re also discovering a way in
which science affects their everyday life.

Anderson shows them not only the stan-
dard U.S. Department of
Agriculture food pyramid
but also one adapted to
popular Native American
foods. On the latter chart,
examples of meat include
deer, elk, rabbit, and beaver.
Wild berries are mentioned
as a fruit, and grains
include wild rice, hardtack,
and mush.

Linking Native American
culture and Western science is
a theme that runs through
the Science in the Circle of
Life program.“We need to
know what we did a long
time ago and what it might
teach us for today,” Grant
explains. Even with different
beliefs, she says,“in science, we can all come
together. We can think together and solve our
problems together.”

Science in the Circle of Life opens and
closes each day with a ritual led by one of
four elders. In a smudging ceremony, Arthur
“Tom” Mandan lights a sprig of western sage
and wafts the pungent smoke around each
camper and counselor who wants to be
smudged. “The smoke takes your prayers up,”
he explains. Teacher June Szczur tells a story
about ducks that walk around with their eyes
closed until they find themselves dropped
into a stewpot. The moral? “Don’t walk
around with your eyes closed because you
might miss something important.”

At the ritual, Dorreen Yellow Bird praises
the power of women. “They are strong; they
have an important role; they have their own
ceremonies,” she says. “You young women
need to stand up tall and take your place in
the world.” Yellow Bird, whose daughter is a
microbiologist, says the camp “shows our

kids that they can be scientists. They see role
models here.” Her brother, Don Yellow Bird,
one of the elders, calls it “an opportunity to
instill pride, to try to rebuild the link between
science and traditional Indian culture.”

A young camper questions the emphasis
on ritual—the opening and closing circles
and the smudging, dancing, and storytelling.
“This is a science camp,” he says. “Why are
we praying so much?” Mandan responds
softly, “We are learning respect for the earth
and respect for each other,” which can be

U p F r o n t

Science in the Circle of Life 
Two programs link Native American 
culture and Western science.

helpful in doing good science.
Don Yellow Bird, who has been a science

teacher for 31 years, later tells the children
that this connection is two-way—that doing
good science can reaffirm faith, particularly
in one’s earthly home and one’s brethren.
“The more I put in my head,” he says, “the
more I have in my heart.”

Language of Science

I
n the gently rolling foothills of Boze-
man, Montana, 16 Native American
high school students and three teachers
are also spending a summer of science
on a university campus, although their

experience is very different from Science in the
Circle of Life. hhmi program director John P.
Miller, a professor of cell biology and neuro-
science at Montana State University (MSU),
focuses on intensive immersion in modern
Western science. Miller sees the summer at
Montana State as a chance for the teenagers to
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work with scientists in research labs, seeing
how science is really done—with peer support
and mentoring as an added benefit.

“Math is the language of science,” says
Miller, who heads the school’s Center for
Computational Biology. “The primary tool of
science is the computer, and the ultimate
explanation of how the brain works will be
formulated as mathematical equations,” he
tells the summer students.

While Miller and fellow scientists intro-
duce the scientific method, his colleague Sara

L. Young is working to build bridges between
traditional Native and Western ways, and she’s
succeeding. Young runs American Indian
Research Opportunities (AIRO), a consortium
of Montana’s seven tribal colleges and Mon-
tana State University that administers several
programs, including the hhmi-supported
Montana Apprenticeship Program (MAP).

A Crow who lives on the Cheyenne reser-
vation, Young knows firsthand the family and
tribal resistance that many young people face
if they want to study science. In Montana,

where Native Americans comprise 7 percent
of the population but less than 3 percent of
the student body at Montana State, Young
has been working for years to eliminate the
obstacles that keep these youngsters away.
Her work was recognized with a 2002 Presi-
dential Award for Excellence in Science,
Mathematics, and Engineering Mentoring.

Native American students face hurdles
such as geographical isolation, marginal or
no science education at an early age, a lack of
role models, strong but often-constricting

family and tribal ties, and an assortment of
taboos. “Most of our children do not get very
good science teaching,” says Young. “They
have never met a scientist, and their culture
tells them that certain science activities, such
as anatomy and physiology labs or animal
research, are spiritually inappropriate.”

She also makes a point of honoring
teenagers’ cultural roots during their summer
of research. At a group lunch, for which Young
herself has cooked a traditional stew and fry
bread, Henrietta Mann is talking about Native

Americans’ relationship with the environment.
“We come from the earth, we belong to the
earth, we go back to the earth,” says Mann, a
Cheyenne and MSU professor emeritus of
Native American studies. “Earth is the spiritual
mother of us all. We rely on her for physical
and spiritual nourishment. We should live as
sacred relatives one to another, and we should
live as sacred relatives to our environment.”

Later, under the watchful eye of graduate
student Chelsea Cada, 17-year-old Tasheena
Limpy is counting clonal Potamopyrgus

antipodarum—New Zealand mudsnails.
“They are overpopulating and spreading
rapidly in the western United States,” explains
Limpy, a Northern Cheyenne. “We are trying
to understand when and under what condi-
tions they reproduce.”

In a brightly lit, temperature-controlled
plant laboratory across campus, another
Northern Cheyenne, Tamika Manley, 17, is
working with botanists to identify the genes
that cause a particular characteristic in plants.
At first, she found her lab assignment—sow-
ing and harvesting plants—a bit boring. But
then things warmed up considerably. “I got to
do a DNA transfer, and now we are doing a
diagnostic test for alleles, trying to make
mutants breed true,” says Manley as she ten-
derly examines her plants. “I just like to have
fun, and science is a lot of fun.”

—JENNIFER BOETH DONOVAN

From left, Boys play food-pyramid bingo; Wayne

Fox, a sixth-grade teacher and camp program

leader, demonstrates a native hoop dance; Tamika

Manley tends a genetic experiment at Montana

State University; Tasheena Limpy, 17, (seated)

counts mud snails under the eye of her mentor,

Montana State graduate student Chelsea Cada. 
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t’s the ultimate black box of our genome,” says huntington
F. Willard, “and it doesn’t play according to the rules.”

Willard, who heads the Institute for Genome Sciences and Policy at Duke
University and is a member of hhmi’s Scientific Review Board, spends much

of his time thinking about this peculiar piece of DNA, called a cen-
tromere. Sitting at the waistline of our chromosomes, centromeres have

a vital job—to direct the shuffling of chromosomes during cell division. And
although they are generally reliable, they do make genetic mistakes—“perhaps once
in a hundred cell divisions,” says Willard.

These mistakes are responsible for “a majority of human disorders,” he
declares.“Look at the high frequency of birth defects that result from an abnor-
mal number of chromosomes—1 in 700 births for Down syndrome, 1 in 500
births for Klinefelter’s [in which males are born with an additional X chromo-
some]. And look at the number of people with cancer—1 in 3 of us!” The evil
effects of cancer-causing genes are greatly speeded up by mistakes in the segre-
gation of the chromosomes that carry these genes, he points out. “Though can-
cer researchers study specific genes that may lead to cancer, they often forget that
mis-segregation of chromosomes is an underlying problem.

“Without a fully functional centromere, the genome that everyone is study-
ing so hard wouldn’t work, because the genes couldn’t be appropriately partitioned
during cell division,” he says.“This would lead to gross imbalance, in which dif-
ferent cells had different numbers of each chromosome.”

Human centromeres remain mysterious because their DNA, which is called
alpha satellite DNA and makes up 3 to 4 percent of the entire human genome,

The Genome’s
>> By Maya PinesBlack Box

At the waistline of our chromosomes, 
the mysterious centromere holds a key 
to cancer and birth defects—
and may reveal a new code in DNA.I
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Antibodies to a centromere protein glow
green in a field of blue-stained human

chromosomes. Red staining is specific for
centromeric DNA found only on the 

X chromosome. Overlap between the red
and green signals appears yellow.
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“Without a fully functional
centromere, the genome that
everyone is studying so hard

wouldn’t work, because the genes
couldn’t be appropriately

partitioned during cell division.”
—HUNTINGTON WILLARD, Institute for Genome 

Sciences and Policy, Duke University
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differs from all the rest. It seems to consist of hun-
dreds of thousands of repetitive segments whose
exact order is difficult to determine—so difficult,
in fact, that the scientists who sequenced the human
genome never even attempted it. Even hhmi inves-
tigator David C. Page of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, who recently sequenced the Y chro-
mosome’s masses of repetitive segments, stopped at
its centromere.“We only sampled a few bits of DNA
within the Y centromere and then gave up because
we were unable to interpret it in a biologically inter-
esting way,” Page says.

As Willard emphasizes, “We have no idea how
these segments operate. We just don’t know the
code.”He hopes to find out, however. So do a grow-
ing number of other researchers, including Steven
Henikoff, an hhmi investigator at the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle,
Washington, who studies centromeres primarily in
the fruit fly, and Daphne Preuss, an hhmi inves-
tigator at the University of Chicago, who works
with the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana.

>> Violating a Basic Rule
The most intriguing thing about centromeres, Willard says, is that they
seem to violate a basic rule of biology. Normally, all DNA sequences that
code for important functions are “conserved,” or repeated almost
unchanged, from species to species throughout evolution. Nearly every
mouse gene has a counterpart in humans, for instance, and some blocks
of sequenced mouse DNA can barely be distinguished from human ver-
sions. Large numbers of yeast, worm, and fruit fly genes are also similar
to their counterparts in the human genome.“Yet here’s an absolutely crit-
ical function that’s highly conserved in all animals—the segregation of
chromosomes during cell division—but its DNA sequences are not con-
served,” Willard declares.

At the DNA level, the centromeres of mouse, fly, yeast, plant, and
human look nothing like each other, he says. Even more surprising,
worms thrive with not 1 but with 5 to 10 centromeres on each chro-
mosome. “Nature has found a totally different way to deal with this
important function,”says Willard.“What’s conserved is not the genom-
ic sequence per se but what I’d call the ‘centromere code,’ and we don’t
understand that at all.”

Willard became interested in centromeres in the early 1980s, at a
time when only the yeast centromere—a tiny sequence of nonrepeti-
tive DNA called “the magic sequence,” only 125 bases long—had been
analyzed. It was assumed that human centromeres would be roughly
the same size. If so, they would be hard to find within the seemingly
endless string of repetitive sequences in the middle section of human
chromosomes.

“By luck,”says Willard,“as I was studying some repetitive sequences
of DNA from the human X chromosome, I came across a whole family
of tandem sequences—171 base pairs of DNA that were repeated head
to tail. Our lab cloned thousands of these alpha satellites.As a fairly naive
researcher, I felt that this stuff must be doing something. That was quite
heretical at the time, since most people considered that such sequences
were ‘junk.’”

He began to wonder what these alpha satellites were doing around
the human centromere.“Perhaps in our DNA there is no magic sequence
that functions as a centromere,” he speculated.“Perhaps it’s the repeti-
tive DNA itself that’s doing it.”

>> Help from Artificial Chromosomes
The best way to test this idea was to insert long stretches of alpha satel-
lite into a chromosome and see whether the chromosome segregated
normally. For this purpose, Willard set out to build a human artificial
chromosome (HAC) from the ground up, using bits of human genet-
ic material.

He knew that yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs—see sidebar)
could be assembled from three component parts: telomeres (special-
ized sequences of DNA that are found at the ends of chromosomes and
are conserved in almost all animal species); segments of DNA con-
taining genes and the so-called origins of replication, which ensure that
the synthesis of DNA is started correctly; and a yeast centromere, which C
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attaches the chromosome to a spindle of fibers that pulls the sister chro-
matids apart during cell division.

Could he use the same technique to make human chromosomes?
The first two elements would be relatively easy to clone. The problem,
of course, was the centromere.Willard made the “leap of faith”that mil-
lions of base pairs of alpha satellite DNA would do the job.

This plan got a jump-start in the mid-1990s when two postdoctoral
fellows, John J. Harrington and Gil Van Bokkelen, joined Willard’s lab
for the express purpose of building a HAC. The two young men were
on a mission: They wanted to create safer and more reliable vehicles for
human gene therapy, which attempts to slip missing genes into a cell’s
nucleus to cure various diseases.

>> Better Gene Therapy?
Existing gene-therapy methods are both limited and risky. The modi-
fied viruses that are often used to carry inserts of DNA have space only
for short pieces and cannot accept larger genes. Furthermore, any insert-
ed DNA that lands in the middle of a preexisting human chromosome
could cause mutations that might lead to cancer. On the other hand,
DNA that remains separate from a chromosome is deprived of a work-
ing centromere and destined to disappear during cell division.

HACs would have enormous advantages, at least in theory. They
would be able to carry large genes.And because they would remain inde-
pendent of the cell’s preexisting chromosomes, they would not interfere
with the original genes. They would simply go on reproducing within the
cell nucleus, together with their imported genes.

With this exciting vision in mind, the scientists went to work.“It was
a good marriage,”says Willard.“The two postdocs
who brought us the gene-therapy angle needed a
functioning centromere because that’s the only
thing that would keep an artificial chromosome
stable and segregating correctly inside a cell. And
we knew that once we had a working artificial
chromosome, we could take bite-sized pieces of it,
one at a time, and really dissect them” to see how
the parts worked.

It all happened according to plan. After sever-
al attempts,“we put in three types of DNA, and the
chromosome self-assembled,”Willard declared. In
April 1997, his team announced the creation of the
first HAC. Since then, several other groups have
succeeded in building versions of their own. These
various HACs have functioned only in cultured
cells in the lab, however. Scientists still need to find
some way of delivering them safely into ordinary
cells in a living organism.

Although successful gene therapy is still a long
way off, artificial chromosomes will have many
other uses, Willard believes. They will enable sci-
entists to explore the function of specific genes, as
well as the structure of chromosomes and the
genome. They will illuminate the control of cell
division. Most importantly, he hopes, they will
bring clues to understanding the code that under-
lies centromeres and, perhaps, other kinds of so-
called junk DNA.

>> What Junk DNA?
“Centromeres are the strongest case for the argument that junk DNA
is not junk—that there must be some functions there,” Willard says.
Biologists used to believe that all repetitive DNA that does not code for
proteins—more than 50 percent of the human genome—was useless.
Little by little, however, scientists have discovered the value of much of
this “fluff,” as Willard prefers to call it. “It’s a more polite term,” he
explains. “The real question is, Is this fluff there purely by accident, or
is it the result of nature’s evolutionary testing? We shouldn’t put it down
as junk just because we don’t understand the code yet.”

He points out that although human centromeres consist largely
of alpha satellite, mice don’t have any alpha satellite at all in that
region. “Yet they obviously have centromeres!” he says. “Their cen-
tromeres are made of something different, called minor satellite.
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“I never had a moment like
that…I knew it would

fundamentally change everything
you could do in plants.”

—DAPHNE PREUSS,
University of Chicago
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Dogs, cats, all animals beyond the primates have DNA sequences that
are different from ours in their centromeres. Yet, they all have some-
thing in common—some code that is telling the cell how to use repet-
itive DNA to be a centromere.”

This is why scientists must analyze the centromeres of several broad-
ly different species, Willard argues.“Only then can we sit down and ask,
What is this telling us?”

>> The Beautiful Weed
At the University of Chicago,Daphne Preuss is doing just that—in a beau-
tiful weed called Arabidopsis,which was fully sequenced in 2000, four years
after the sequencing of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast genome.

Preuss had trained as a yeast geneticist, so when she started study-
ing this plant, which had just been selected as a model organism for
biologists, she felt frustrated at not being able to use some of the tech-
niques that were developed for yeast. “We didn’t have any of the nice
tools I was used to,” she recalls. “I kept complaining and complaining,
until finally Ron [Ronald W. Davis of Stanford University, in whose lab
she worked as a postdoc] asked me,‘Why don’t you figure out what you
can do to make plants better models?’ That struck
me as good advice.”

She got her chance in 1993 while looking for
plant mutations that affect the shape of pollen.
Peering through her microscope, she saw a mutant
shape that she found astounding. Ordinarily,
Arabidopsis plants present a problem for geneticists
who wish to track how a cell’s chromosomes sort
themselves out during meiosis (the cell’s division
into four eggs or four sperm). A normal plant’s
chromosomes sort into four separate daughter cells
that join a large population of unrelated cells, mak-
ing such analysis impossible. In the mutant plant,
by contrast, the four sex cells were stuck together, as
in yeast. This meant that Preuss would be able to
track the chromosomes’ inheritance and map their
centromere region using some of the techniques

that had been used about a decade earlier to locate the “magic sequence”
in yeast.“I never had a moment like that—I knew right away it can’t get
better than that!” Preuss says. “I knew it would fundamentally change
everything you could do in plants.”

After this epiphany, Preuss temporarily dropped her project on pol-
lination and started to work on Arabidopsis centromeres. She took her
cues from the research that had been done on yeast a decade earlier. She
first crossed plants that contained several DNA variations, which could
serve as markers, and then she examined how these markers were par-
titioned during meiosis.“This involved not only mapping, but knowing
the DNA; it involved many people in the Genome Project,” Preuss says.
“More of the centromere has [now] been sequenced in Arabidopsis than
in any other multicellular organism.”

She has also started making an artificial chromosome for her weed
and founded a company called Chromatin to do the same in crops.“If
artificial chromosomes can become a simple way of delivering genes
into plants,” she says, “there could be very important implications for
human health.”

As Preuss notes,“The leading cause of death in the world is hunger.
About 30 percent of kids under age five are in dan-
ger of starving to death. More than half of the
world’s soil is bad for cultivation—too salty or too
dry or too wet or permafrost, or has chemical or
nutrient imbalances. Yet, the genome projects have
been very successful in identifying thousands of
genes that could have an impact on food produc-
tion.” These genes could make it possible to grow
crops in poor soil, she suggests. Some genes would
make plants resistant to insects or fungi; others
would make them tolerant to drought. All would
enable plants to produce better yields.

“Breeding has been the traditional way to solve
such problems, but it is very slow,” she points out.
For example, breeders have been searching for years
for salt-tolerant plant types, with no success.
Genetic modification works more rapidly.

ometimes the best way to analyze a
structure is to try to build it. This is
what hhmi investigator Jack W.
Szostak of the Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston decid-
ed to do 20 years ago, when he
made the world’s first yeast artificial
chromosome (YAC) that looked—
and acted—pretty much like a nat-

ural one. His goal was to dissect the structure
of chromosomes.

Almost immediately, Maynard Olson,
who is now director of the University of
Washington Genome Center, saw the poten-
tial of YACs as carriers of large chunks of
alien DNA that could be reproduced and

then mapped as part of the Human Genome
Project.YACs soon became the workhorse of
genome mapping in yeast and mammals.

“We then cottoned to this idea as an
approach for human gene therapy—to
introduce a therapeutic gene on its own
private chromosome,” says Huntington
Willard. His lab created the first human
artificial chromosome (HAC) in 1997 with
the help of thousands of DNA tandem
repeats that mimicked a human cen-
tromere. And now he visualizes many
more uses for HACs, quite unrelated to
gene therapy (see main story).

Apparently, no self-respecting model
organism can do without artificial chromo-

somes of its own any more. Because mouse
centromeres are very different from human
ones (although many mouse genes are
almost identical to human genes), it is not so
easy to create a mouse artificial chromosome
(MAC). A MAC, however, is in the works.

Meanwhile, Daphne Preuss is making
progress on a plant artificial chromosome
but does not want to call it “PLAC”—that
sounds unpleasant, she thinks. She plans to
name it AtAC for the plant’s full name,
Arabidopsis thaliana. Not to be outdone, the
fly research community is making its own
plans, and soon the artificial chromosomes’
bubbling alphabet soup may include anoth-
er newcomer, FAC.

YACs, HACs, MACs, PLACs, and FACs
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“However, it takes about seven years for one single gene insert to be
approved by the FDA, USDA, and EPA for release to farmers, and much
longer if you insert several genes separately and then breed them togeth-
er. Suppose you wanted to change, say, five things—with current tech-
nologies, it would take decades! 

“The only solution would be to take multiple genes and put them
in all at once,” says Preuss. “But for that, you need artificial chromo-
somes. In our lab, we’ve managed to put four genes into one vector,
including a color marker so you can track the chromosome’s presence.”

Preuss is also happy to see that therapeutic drugs are increasingly
being grown in plants.“Again, you may need to put more than one gene
into the plant to make it practical,” she says. She hopes that artificial
chromosomes will enable scientists to do this routinely, given that “plants
are such cheap production factories.”

>> The Role of Sexual Competition
When Preuss compared DNA from Arabidopsis centromeres to DNA
samples from the centromeres of four related plants, she was amazed
to see how different their sequences were. Steven Henikoff, at the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, made similar observations and
declared that the sequence repeats found in centromeres are “the most
rapidly evolving DNA sequences in the genomes of plants and animals,”
differing even between closely related species.

“Such rapid change is paradoxical,” Henikoff and his colleagues
wrote in a recent review in Science. Since the function of centromeres
is universally conserved, they asked, why haven’t centromeres evolved
an optimal sequence of DNA? The explanation they suggest is based
on the Darwinian competition that occurs during female meiosis, when
the centromeres inherited from both parents are duplicated and then
go their own way. Only one of the four products of this meiosis will end
up in the egg’s nucleus and have a chance at reproduction, the authors
note. The other three will become polar bodies and die. The type of cen-
tromere that helps a chromosome win this contest (by placing the chro-
mosome in a favorable orientation for the race to reach the egg’s nucle-
us) will tend to survive and become predominant.

Any “imbalance” between different types of centromeres in an
organism might produce problems during male meiosis, however,
leading to sterility or other defects. It would need to be counteract-
ed. In Drosophila, this job might be performed by the Cid protein, a
histone that packages the centromere. Although most histones have
a stable, unchanging DNA sequence, this particular histone needs to
evolve rapidly in order to attach itself to a changing centromeric
sequence and restore the centromere balance.

The result is a kind of “coevolution” between the centromeres and
Cid. Henikoff and his colleague Harmit S. Malik call it “an irreversible
process of centromere divergence,” in which both the centromere and
the protein differ from their ancestors. This theory would explain why
centromeric DNA is not conserved across species. It would also solve the
long-enduring mystery of why hybrids between species are generally
infertile and thus, says Henikoff, “account for the origin of species.”

>> If We Find the Code…
Willard is excited by this theory for an additional reason: He thinks the
coevolution of centromere and protein “may be a key part of the code”
he and others have been seeking.

Chromosome segregation is about 99 to 99.9 percent effective in

every cell division, he says. “That sounds pretty good, but actually it’s
not very good at all. We have about 100 trillion cells in our bodies, so a
system that works 99.5 percent of the time is not good enough.

“If you could improve the segregation of human chromosomes by
just 10 percent, it would have an enormous effect on the incidence of
birth defects and some of the early stages of cancer—the chromosomal
changes that underlie tumor growth.”

He suggests focusing on the proteins that interact with the cen-
tromeres. “Could we modify these proteins to make the centromeres
work better?” he asks. “There could be a pharmaceutical intervention
that reduces the frequency of chromosome loss,” which would be very
important for pregnant women older than 35 or 40 years, because that’s
when the rate of chromosome failure goes up, increasing the risk of hav-
ing a child with Down syndrome.

“If we find the code,”he says,“we will be able to address the centromeric
errors that underlie many birth defects,as well as the chromosomal changes
in cancer. And we will have a better chance at intervening.”

Centromeres are “the most 
rapidly evolving DNA sequences 

in the genomes of plants and
animals,” differing even between

closely related species.
—STEVEN HENIKOFF,

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
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estled among maples and oaks just off a suburban Boston thorough-

fare, Trout Pond is a small, serene getaway for lunch-hour wanderers, young lovers,

and fishermen.“It’s a good place to come and get your head straight,” says an angler,

waiting for a bite on a sunny fall morning.

It was in that spirit that biophysicist Roderick MacKinnon came to the pond one

day in 1995 to walk and talk with his longtime scientific mentor as he wrestled with a

pivotal career decision.MacKinnon,who at the time ran a lab at Harvard Medical School,

studies ion channels—tiny doughnut-shaped pores that penetrate the membrane that

surrounds living cells. They permit ions—charged atoms of potassium, sodium, chlo-

ride,and calcium—to flow across cell membranes, thereby generating electrical signals.

Ion channels are fundamental to health and to normal function of the human body; their impulses create the

sparks of the brain and nervous system, allowing us to walk, talk, fall in love, and, for example, cast a fishing

line with accuracy. Conversely, they may malfunction, and can then cause a variety of diseases.

Building on decades of clever observations by their predecessors, MacKinnon and others had been

inching toward a deeper understanding of how the pores performed their feats of exquisite discrimina-

tion among ions and responsiveness to minute changes in their environment—enabling the cell mem-

brane to suddenly become permeable, but only to highly specific types of ions.

But now, though the genes behind the channel proteins had been cloned, which gave scientists new

traction on the problem, channel aficionados were still struggling. hhmi investigator Christopher Miller,

a Brandeis University biochemist and the mentor who circled the pond with MacKinnon that day, explains:

“The field had been on a roll, but now its researchers were hitting a wall. The tools were too blunt to tack-

le the fine details, and people were afraid that the bonanza of discoveries was slowing down.”

So he lent an empathetic ear as MacKinnon described a bold though risky strategy he believed might

break the impasse. The younger scientist would abandon the biophysical and biochemical methods that

had advanced the field thus far, give up his thriving lab and his secure Harvard professorship, and move

to the Rockefeller University in New York City. There, he would bet his scientific stake on x-ray crystal-

lography, a powerful visualization technology for determining the three-dimensional arrangements of

atoms in the channel proteins. Such a map would make clear for the first time how a pore’s filters and gates 

His face etched with

characteristic intensity,

Roderick MacKinnon seeks

answers to the ion channel's

unsolved questions.
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Courage and Convictions

• When Roderick MacKinnon abruptly switched

research methods in midcareer, colleagues 

feared for his sanity. Vindication came in the

form of a Nobel Prize. By Richard Saltus
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worked. But many of his colleagues were highly skeptical. For one thing,
MacKinnon was practically a novice in x-ray crystallography. While at
Harvard,he had gotten a leg up through voracious reading, taking a grad-
uate course,and picking the brains of colleagues in the lab of hhmi inves-
tigator Stephen C. Harrison, a structural biologist at Harvard Medical
School. Still, he was a long way from being a master of the method.

Then there was the personal risk.Miller feared that MacKinnon had
been seized with a death wish.“I thought he would torpedo this wonderful
career that was going so well,” says Miller, who remembers the dialogue
as “pretty intense.” Finally, he says, “I told him he was out of his mind.”

• going for broke

Miller argued forcefully that MacKinnon should keep half
of his Harvard lab while pursuing the x-ray path,
instead of leaping into an all-or-nothing situation. But
that was not MacKinnon’s way.“My problem is that I’m

kind of passionate about things, and I go for broke when I make a deci-
sion to do something,” he says. As for the crash course in x-ray meth-
ods the new venture would require, “I really love learning new things
and doing them myself.”

Not that he wasn’t a bit worried. “I could imagine people saying,
‘Whatever happened to that MacKinnon guy? He got this harebrained
idea and that was the last we ever heard from him.’”Nevertheless, against
Miller’s advice, he assented to the energetic recruiting of Rockefeller’s
then-president, Torsten N. Wiesel, and left Harvard in 1996.

“Perhaps I could have done this work at Harvard,” MacKinnon
reflects.“But I felt a change of environment would help, and Rockefeller
struck me as a good place to concentrate on a long-term problem.”

MacKinnon and his small x-ray crystallography lab hit the ground
running. By winning an appointment in 1997 as an hhmi investiga-
tor—he was one of 70 selected in an intense national competition that
drew 370 applicants—MacKinnon gained secure funding that
“absolutely” helped his lab move even faster. And then, to the surprise
of the doubters, MacKinnon’s gamble not only paid off, but paid off
quickly. In April 1998, his team reported in two landmark papers in
Science that they had obtained the first high-resolution three-dimen-
sional atomic structure of a potassium ion channel, prompting one
researcher to call it “a dream come true for biophysicists.”

Only five years later came the ultimate vindication of MacKinnon’s
out-of-the-box creativity and persistence in the face of high risk: He

shared the 2003 Nobel Prize for Chemistry with Peter C. Agre of the
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine (and a member of hhmi’s
Scientific Review Board), who discovered water channels in cells.

That MacKinnon was awarded the prize so soon after his initial
breakthrough underscores the importance of the field and the decisive
effects of his findings.“Roderick MacKinnon’s successful exploitation
of x-ray crystallography signals the dawning of a new era in the study
of ion channels and the diseases associated with them,” says
Rockefeller University President Paul Nurse.“His total dedication led
to the spectacular achievement of the first four high-resolution struc-
tures of ion-selective channels—a notable advance.”

All who have been associated with MacKinnon are impressed with
his probing intellect and lucid descriptions of his findings.The Nobel “is
appropriate recognition for the beauty of MacKinnon’s science and the
clarity with which he expresses the biological phenomenon,”said hhmi
President Thomas R. Cech.“MacKinnon’s work is exquisite, but he also
makes the data come alive with very thoughtful and clear explanations.”

MacKinnon’s Nobel serves as a touchstone for those who feel that
academic science fosters a play-it-safe mentality at the expense of creative
risk-taking. Harrison, the Harvard structural biologist, sees the Nobel as
a fitting tribute to MacKinnon, who, he says,“is one of those outstand-
ing and independent scientists whose ambitions are driven not by career
considerations but by the inner need to discover something.”As an hhmi
investigator himself, Harrison says the Hughes support “encourages you

“I could imagine people saying,

‘Whatever happened to that

MacKinnon guy? He got this hare-

brained idea and that was the

last we ever heard from him.’”

What Is a Potassium Ion Channel?

Specialized proteins called ion

channels move electrical signals across

a cell surface, turning a thought into

an action.

Each type of channel has its own

particular configuration. The 

type shown above is specific to a 

potassium ion.

Ion channels work according to the

power of diffusion. But they must 

be selective and diffuse only those 

ions that move the signal.

Because of the selectivity filter within

the channel, only potassium ions

readily move through, while smaller

sodium ions do not.
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to take risks” to a much greater extent than does government funding.
“It’s no wonder [hhmi] has managed to capture scientists who are doing
some of the most exciting work in their fields.”

• exploring the unknown

MacKinnon,now 47,was born in Burlington,Massachusetts,
a northern suburb of Boston, and was part of a family
of seven children. From a young age he delighted in the
marvels of nature and was captivated by the prospects

that opened to him when, in a high school summer science program,
he was allowed to take a microscope home.“I loved watching the tini-
est things swim and move,” he says.

MacKinnon, who retains the compact build of the gymnast that he
was in high school, believes the sport has helped his scientific career as
well; he specifically credits his coach with instilling discipline and the
lesson that hard work yields big payoffs.A deep vertical furrow between
his eyebrows has been etched by years of fierce concentration—by all
accounts, one of MacKinnon’s foremost traits; another is his voracious
curiosity. Encountering ion channels for the first time as Miller’s stu-
dent at Brandeis, he recalls, “They intrigued me. I didn’t know much
about them. I liked physical science, and they were carrying an electric
current, and that appealed to me.”

After graduating from Brandeis in biochemistry, MacKinnon
entered medical school at Tufts University, also near Boston. When 
he obtained his M.D., he went on to complete a residency in internal
medicine at Beth Israel Hospital in Boston, where colleagues say he was
an excellent physician. But MacKinnon felt too strongly the pull of

exploring fundamental scientific problems. So in 1986, he returned to
Brandeis as a postdoctoral fellow, where Miller immediately set him
to work studying ion channel function. His first assignment: Find out
how a toxin extracted from scorpion venom inhibits potassium chan-
nel signaling. In short order, MacKinnon determined that the toxin
molecules sat down on the opening of the pore and blocked it, and he
adopted the toxin as a tool to further study channel structure.

• quick on the draw 

The concept that electrical currents in living tissues are gener-
ated chemically by the movement of ions across cell mem-
branes—and not by electrons in motion, as in wires—dates
as far back as 1890. The existence of narrow ion channels was

first proposed early in the 20th century, but it was not until the 1950s
that Alan L. Hodgkin and Andrew F. Huxley developed the first detailed
model of the nerve impulse based on ionic flow across the membrane.
Their studies of ion transport in a squid giant axon, a cable-like nerve
cell, earned them a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.Later research
revealed that potassium ions move through the membrane in single file.

An electrochemical signal, or “action potential,” passing along a
nerve cell is generated by an exchange of ions through the cell mem-
brane. When the nerve is at rest (not transmitting a signal), there is a
greater proportion of sodium atoms outside the nerve cell and potas-
sium ions inside it, and the inside of the neuron is negative relative to
the outside. When the nerve is stimulated, the positively charged sodi-
um ions rush into the cell, converting the negative charge to a positive
one: This is called “depolarization.” Shortly afterward, the potassium
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ions start flowing out through their channels, causing the cell to return
to its polarized, negatively charged state. It is the dynamic of polar-
ization-depolarization-polarization that creates the nerve signal.

In the 1960s and 1970s,biophysicists began to create a picture of the
channels as having a funnel-shaped opening on the outside of the cell
membrane, leading to a narrow channel within the membrane that proj-
ects into the interior of the cell.But researchers were still far from under-
standing how the channels perform their tasks so selectively.Even though
a potassium ion is larger than a sodium ion, a potassium channel can
allow its ions to flow through at lightning speed while excluding sodi-
um ions almost without error.Like a doorman at a trendy nightspot wav-
ing the “desirable” patrons in while turning away the unannointed, the
body has very good reasons for making such distinctions. Says Miller:
“If you didn’t have the selectivity filter, you could never make an elec-
trical signal.” In addition, the pores are quick on the draw, opening and
closing in milliseconds in response to a variety of signals, including
minute changes in voltage across the membrane.

Through the 1980s and 1990s, ion channel researchers gained much
ground. For example, they developed techniques of electrophysiology,
in which tiny electrodes record the voltages across a single channel while
researchers manipulate variables and observe consequences. Another
technique exploited with great success by MacKinnon while still at
Harvard was mutating different proteins in the pore machinery and get-
ting clues to their locations by the effects they caused. But still, no one
had actually seen the components of the pores at the level of their atoms.

So MacKinnon, with his 1996 move, took up the challenge virtu-
ally alone; only one postdoc, Declan A. Doyle, came to Rockefeller with
him. And, says MacKinnon, his wife, Alice, volunteered to run the lab-
oratory out of pity.

There, MacKinnon learned the methods of x-ray crystallography
and began trying to visualize proteins after using detergents to extract
them from the cell membranes.“You want to keep the proteins happy,
and then identify conditions under which they will crystallize,”he says.
By this time, several other labs had joined the quest, according to
Miller—including his own at Brandeis.

But few, if any, other scientists worked with MacKinnon’s relent-
less enthusiasm. Says Harrison at Harvard: “He’s the kind of guy who
gets up in the morning and if the day doesn’t offer him the opportu-
nity to get closer to knowing how a voltage-gated channel works, he’s
not going to be happy.”

• mysteries revealed

Not long after he set up shop at Rockefeller, a scientific sur-
prise came to light that would give MacKinnon a badly
needed boost. Contrary to expectations, researchers study-
ing the newly obtained DNA sequence of a bacterium dis-

covered that it, too, contained ion channels. The finding would help the
crystallography project immensely; it would be far easier to purify chan-
nels in large quantities from bacteria than from higher organisms. So
MacKinnon began working with the potassium channel of a soil bac-
terium, Streptomyces lividans, using a common lab workhorse bacteri-
um, Escherichia coli, to express the protein.

The effort was slow and tedious, but MacKinnon and his small
team patiently tried one set of conditions after another in pursuit of
success. One strategy that advanced the crystallization efforts was the
replacement of potassium atoms in the proteins with heavier analogs,
rubidium and cesium, which are more electron dense than potassium
but still go through potassium channels. On New Year’s Day of 1998

■ Günter Blobel, at the Rockefeller
University, won the 1999 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine for his discovery that
certain proteins have intrinsic signals that gov-
ern their transport and localization in the cell.

■ Johann Deisenhofer, at the
University of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center at Dallas, shared the 1988 Nobel
Prize in Chemistry for work that used x-ray
crystallography to describe the structure of
a protein involved in photosynthesis.

■ H. Robert Horvitz, at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
shared the 2002 Nobel Prize in Physiology
or Medicine for discoveries that identified
key genes regulating organ development
and programmed cell death.

■ Eric R. Kandel, at Columbia
University, shared the 2000 Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine for
discoveries concerning signal transduction
in the nervous system.

■ Susumu Tonegawa, at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, won
the 1987 Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine for his discovery of the genetic
principle for generation of antibody diversity.

■ Eric Wieschaus, at Princeton
University, shared the 1995 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine for work to discover
and classify 15 genes of key importance in
determining the body plan and the
formation of body segments of the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster.

In addition, Institute President
Thomas R. Cech shared the
1989 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
for the discovery that RNA in 

living cells is not only a molecule
of heredity but also can function as

a biocatalyst.
hhmi investigator Daniel Nathans,

now deceased, shared the 1978 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine for the discovery of
restriction enzymes and their application to
problems of molecular genetics.

Two hhmi investigator alumni are also
Nobel laureates. Edwin G. Krebs,
professor emeritus at the University of
Washington, shared the 1992 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine for discoveries
concerning reversible protein
phosphorylation as a biological regulatory
mechanism. Stanley B. Prusiner, at the
University of California, San Francisco, won
the 1997 Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine for his discovery of prions, a new
biological principle of infection.

HHMI and the Nobel Prize
hhmi investigators have won Nobel Prizes in four of the past five years. In addition
to Roderick MacKinnon, six other current hhmi investigators have won the Prize:
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came the “aha” moment. “I could see the ions queued up inside the
pore; I was just staring at three ions in a channel.”

In April 1998, just over two years after they began working with
S. lividans, MacKinnon and his team publicly revealed their capture of
the holy grail. Their two papers in Science described the three-dimen-
sional crystal structure of the S. lividans potassium channel and also
showed that this bacterial channel was very similar to potassium chan-
nels in humans.

Once they determined the atomic layout of the channel,MacKinnon
saw that it is shaped like a conical coffee filter. At the membrane’s outer
surface, the channel is wide, and tapers as it passes through the mem-
brane to a narrow outlet into the cell’s cytoplasm. The selectivity filter,
held in the wide portion of the channel, has a smaller diameter than the
channel itself. The pore is composed of four identical subunits, with
atoms of carbonyl oxygen all pointing toward the channel’s center.

This structural image helped clarify a long-standing mystery: How
do the water-loving potassium ions slip through the narrow channel,
which forces the ions to shed their customary retinue of water mole-
cules? MacKinnon recognized that the filter proteins temporarily offer
atoms of carbonyl oxygen as an escort—he calls them “surrogate
water”—with four of the atoms above each ion and four below. When
the potassium ions have passed through the filter, they release their
escorting oxygens and pick up another set of their usual water mole-
cules inside the cell. The x-ray data enabled MacKinnon to explain, for
the first time, how the selectivity filter so accurately blocks sodium ions
while admitting potassium ions. Sodium ions are smaller, but they can-
not pass through the channel “because the selectivity filter, which is held
in a very precise conformation, is more tuned for the larger potassium
ion.”At a press conference on Nobel day, he told reporters that “the sodi-
um ion doesn’t really fit into the ‘cages’ of oxygen that surround the
potassium ions—it’s too small.” So the long-mysterious selectivity “is
a matter of the detailed chemistry of the ion channel,” he said.

In the years following the 1998 Science papers, MacKinnon was on
a roll, publishing important papers describing additional structure-
function discoveries. He obtained crystal structures of pores both in
their open and closed configurations, suggesting a mechanism for chan-
nel “gating,” or precisely regulating ion flow. (Channel gating is the
mechanism by which channels open their gates in response to the
appropriate stimulus—the stimulus can be either a ligand or membrane
voltage.) He discovered the molecular basis for another regulatory oper-
ation, the mechanism by which an inactivation particle blocks the flow
of ions through the pore by binding to the pore, called “ball-and-chain
inactivation.” And most recently, he took a significant step toward
understanding one of the field’s most stubborn mysteries: the mecha-
nism by which a voltage-gated channel can sense very small changes in

voltage across the membrane. It appears that the voltage change is the
stimulus for the chemical signals that enable channel gating.

• walking the walk

Even as he prepared to go to Stockholm to accept his award,
MacKinnon continued his research at an intense pace. He says
he wants to dig deeper into the ion channel questions that
remain unanswered.Yet, he admits to have begun thinking of

the next big problem to attack—and in all likelihood, it will not be ion
channels.“It makes me nervous,”he said a few days after the Nobel Prize
announcement,“when people say you get less creative as you get older,
or you have less energy. I’m hoping that if you change what you do, so
you are naive again, you’ll remain youthful.”

MacKinnon won’t share his thoughts just yet about which scien-
tific Mount Everest he intends to climb. His only immediate plan, he
said at a press conference on the day the award was announced, was
to shop for “a nice sea kayak.”

En route to winning the Nobel, MacKinnon was selected for an
Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research Award in 1999. At that time, the
Lasker Foundation arranged to have him interviewed by Christopher
Miller, who had strenuously played devil’s advocate that day in 1995
at Trout Pond. The chastened Miller of four years later now referred
to MacKinnon’s career gamble as “almost a mythic, heroic change into
crystallography.”

Moreover, he’s willing not only to talk the talk but to walk the walk.
Miller spent several months in 2003 on sabbatical in his former stu-
dent’s lab at Rockefeller, where he worked on, of all things, x-ray crys-
tallography. “I had a lot to learn from him,” Miller explains.

Did he feel awkward—the mentor now turned student? “Not at all,”
responds Miller.“You don’t have ego problems with your children.”

To the surprise of the doubters,

MacKinnon’s gamble not only

paid off, but paid off quickly.
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This image shows the four-fold axis of the KcsA potassium channel from the

bacterium Streptomyces lividans. Each of the channel’s four identical

subunits is a different color. The center of the channel holds a potassium ion,

which is shown in green.



Investigators Edwin Stone
(left) and Val Sheffield search

for basic biological truths—
and ways to apply them to

improve patient care.
PHOTOGRAPH BY MICHAEL L. ABRAMSON



in every grant proposal
he’s ever written, ophthalmologist and

hhmi investigator Edwin M. Stone has

included what he calls the “promises” para-

graph.“We say that if we find this gene, we will be

able to provide a more specific and accurate diagnosis or

offer better genetic counseling,”he says. But a few years ago, Stone start-

ed asking himself an uncomfortable question: What if the promises he

was making were empty?

Stone and his colleague Val C. Sheffield, who is also a physician and

an hhmi investigator at the Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver College of

Medicine at the University of Iowa, were caught in a dilemma. They

could focus their efforts on finding additional genes involved in rare eye

diseases, or they could focus on applying the knowledge of the genes that

had already been discovered to the care of individual patients. Initially,

they hoped that a commercial company would develop tests for known

disease genes, allowing them to continue the search for novel ones. But

they soon realized that it was unlikely that any company would devel-

op inexpensive tests for genetic eye diseases that each occurred in fewer

than 50,000 people in the United States.

“I used to think that all you had to do was get your gene published

in Nature Genetics, and then little elves would convert that discovery into

a genetic test that would benefit mankind,”he says.“But over the past 10

years, I’ve had to deal with the realization that we need to be involved in

developing and applying those tests ourselves—either that or stop writ-

ing that preamble to our grants.”

Stone decided to meet the problem head-on.With Sheffield’s assistance,

he has developed an unprecedented

genetic testing program designed to

benefit patients while laying the ground-

work for future research.In the process,he and

Sheffield have found themselves embroiled in con-

troversies involving insurance coverage, genetic counsel-

ing, and intellectual property protection. “They’re going right into the

lion’s den,”says Peter A.Dudley,program director for retinal diseases at the

National Eye Institute at the National Institutes of Health.However,Stone

and Sheffield are undeterred.“This program is going to succeed,”Stone says.

“I think the barriers are more apparent than real.”

looking for patients
The origins of the program date back to biotechnology’s middle ages. In

1986, Stone arrived at Iowa for an ophthalmology residency and fellow-

ship following an M.D.-Ph.D. program at Baylor College of Medicine. For

his doctoral thesis, Stone had spent 14 months sequencing a 4,000-base-

pair piece of DNA, something a commercial sequencer today could do

in a few hours. He came to Iowa fired up about applying his knowledge

of genetics in the clinic.“All I wanted to do,”he says,“was to use my back-

ground in molecular biology to take better care of patients.”At that time,

Iowa had not yet built its 60,000-square-foot eye clinic, and Stone often

had to go looking for patients rather than waiting for them to find him.

He used to load his ophthalmology instruments in grocery sacks,plop them

in the trunk of his Buick,and drive around the Midwest to examine patients

with unusual eye conditions. As part of his examination, he always asked

for a blood sample, even though in those days—before the widespread
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Undeterred by bumps in their road to good
intentions, two investigators remain

determined to apply genetic research to help
patients in the ophthalmology clinic.

By Steve Olson
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Without new biomedical advances, the world will soon

experience a “rising tide of blindness,” according to

HHMI investigator Val C. Sheffield. As people age,

they are more likely to have vision problems. More

than one-third of the population older than 75, for

example, suffers from a heritable deterioration of the

eye known as age-related macular degeneration

(AMD). Yet fighting blindness in an aging population

will require cracking what has become the single

toughest problem in biomedical research: How do our

genes and our experiences combine to produce com-

mon ailments that have complex origins, including

cancer, heart disease, obesity, and vision problems?

Sheffield, his colleague and fellow HHMI investi-

gator Edward M. Stone, and their collaborators have

pursued this problem largely by looking for defects in

single genes that produce marked deficiencies in a per-

son’s “phenotype,” or the form and function of a per-

son’s body. “We’ve been going after the low-hanging

fruit,” says Sheffield. “We said, ‘Let’s look at the genes

that have a big effect on phenotype. Maybe there are

variants in those genes that cause common disorders.’”

Their greatest accomplishment to date has been

the discovery of a genetic mutation that may account

for 3 to 4 percent of all glaucoma cases, including a

substantial portion of early-onset glaucoma. Still, most

glaucoma patients have no mutations in the gene,

meaning that other genetic defects or environmental

factors also must be in play.

Other genes have given tantalizing signs that they

may be involved in widespread vision problems, but the

evidence has been hard to pin down. When defective,

one such gene, ABCA4, produces a rare disorder

known as Stargardt’s disease. Some geneticists had

suggested that mutations in the gene might be respon-

sible for a substantial fraction of AMD cases. But when

Sheffield, Stone, and colleagues investigated ABCA4

in patients with AMD, they found no evidence of a link.

Sheffield and other geneticists have also dis-

covered unexpected complexities even in single-gene

disorders. An example is Bardet-Biedl syndrome, a

recessive disease that causes vision loss, obesity, extra

fingers and toes, and other physical problems.

Researchers have identified at least eight genes that

when mutated can cause the syndrome. (The specif-

ic functions of seven of these genes remain unknown;

the eighth seems to code for a chaperonin, a protein

that helps other proteins fold into their correct

shapes.) However, the same genetic mutation in dif-

ferent people can produce distinct phenotypes. “That

difference gives us an opportunity to ask why,” says

Sheffield. “Is it the environment, or is there a genet-

ic background effect, so that other genetic variations

modify the phenotype?”

Answering these kinds of questions will be essen-

tial to understanding the biochemical mechanisms of

disease, according to Sheffield. “What if the genome

is more mutable than we think?” he says. “What if

variants arise that create a susceptibility to disease,

and these variants are due to genomic structure.” For

example, Sheffield has found the same DNA deletion

in two people who have completely different patterns

of surrounding genetic variation. That means the

mutation must have occurred in two people inde-

pendently. “If it arose twice, it probably arose more

than twice,” Sheffield says. If particular pieces of DNA

are predisposed to break in the same way, common

diseases could arise through mutations that are much

more common than expected.

That’s one reason why it’s important to correlate

individual genes with disorders in as many people as

possible, says Sheffield. “Otherwise, we lose a

tremendous opportunity to learn about the functions

of those genes. We will overlook the science that those

genes can teach us.”

officer at the Foundation Fighting Blindness.“But where they are real-
ly singular is in applying this knowledge to help patients.”

Stone and Sheffield have focused on the genetics of rare eye diseases
for several reasons. As physicians, they see these diseases take their toll
not only on individuals but on sizable groups of people.“Rare diseases
are only individually rare,” says Stone.“Collectively, they are common.”
Only by studying the genetic origins of these diseases can effective ther-
apies be developed. And the study of rare disorders also will be essen-
tial, say Stone and Sheffield, to reveal the biochemical mechanisms
involved in much more common diseases, such as age-related macular
degeneration (see sidebar below).

But working on rare diseases has a serious drawback, they discovered.
Once the mutations responsible for a disease have been identified, how
do you use that information to improve medical care? If all genetic 
diseases were regarded equally, DNA tests would routinely be developed
to aid the inevitable search for a therapy.But for rare diseases,genetic tests
tend to fall into the same category as “orphan” drugs: Potential markets
are so small that commercial companies have little incentive to develop
such therapies, much less the tests that precede them.

Yet, the information such tests can provide is invaluable to patients
even when no therapy is available, Stone points out. In some cases, such
as with the retinal tumors associated with von Hippel–Landau disease,
a genetic test can reveal a predisposition to the tumors before they
become clinically manifest, so that ophthalmologists can intervene with
laser photocoagulation when the tumors are still manageable. In other
cases, relatives of an affected patient can be told that they need not fear

application of the polymerase chain reaction and inexpensive DNA
sequencing—it was not clear what he would do with the samples.“I knew
they had value,” he says. “It was a matter of waiting for the technology
to evolve to the point that the value in those samples could be released.”

The technology arrived in an unexpected guise. In 1990, Sheffield
moved into a lab near Stone’s lab. He had just completed an M.D.-Ph.D.
program at the University of Chicago Pritzker School of Medicine and
a residency and fellowship at the University of California, San
Francisco, where he had developed novel methods for identifying DNA
sequence mutations. During his first week in Iowa, Sheffield stopped by
Stone’s lab to discuss how the two might work together. Stone went to
his freezer and retrieved 60 blood samples from patients with retinitis
pigmentosa, a group of vision-destroying diseases caused by the degen-
eration of cells in the retina. Geneticists knew that one form of retini-
tis pigmentosa behaved as if it were caused by mutations in the gene for
the light-absorbing rhodopsin molecule.“I gave that box to Val and said,
‘Have at it.’ Something like 48 hours later, he had found the first
rhodopsin mutation in the sample. That finding led to the first of more
than 150 papers that we’ve written together.”

Today, Stone and Sheffield are among the best known eye geneti-
cists in the world, having tracked down the genetic origins of more than
a dozen single-gene disorders. They are also key players in two major
research operations at Iowa: the Molecular Ophthalmology Laboratory
and Carver Laboratory for Molecular Diagnosis as well as the
University of Iowa Center for Macular Degeneration.“They are right in
the forefront of gene discovery,” says Gerald J. Chader, chief scientific

The Function of Genes



contracting the disease. And in still
other cases, patients’ diseases can be
connected to research designed to devel-
op new treatments.

Genetic tests also can help couples
make difficult decisions about having
children.As with other genetic diseases,
hereditary eye disorders can be inherit-
ed as dominant or recessive traits, and
sometimes they are linked to the X chro-
mosome. By learning which gene is
responsible for a vision problem in a
family, parents can know their chances
of having an affected child or whether a subsequent child could have the
same problem as an older brother or sister.

In addition, a growing database of genetic test results will be a valu-
able resource for researchers and for patients. Geneticists can analyze the
data to search for patterns in the incidence and severity of a disease. And
patients who undergo testing can opt to be alerted when a pertinent new
therapy is developed.“For example, if you had a large database of patients
with different types of mutations leading to retinitis pigmentosa,” the
National Eye Institute’s Dudley says, “and you found that a certain kind
of therapy is effective for a particular mutation, then you could go to your
database and pull out a list of patients with that mutation.”

Stone and Sheffield have designed their testing program to realize
all these benefits. In addition, they have found that patients derive anoth-
er benefit from being tested—the satisfaction of working to defeat a dis-
ease that has caused them great anguish.“People say,‘If it will help some-
one else who has my condition, I would be willing to come back and have
this test done,’” Stone says. “For people who have an inherited disease,
that’s a very important way to fight back.”

hacking through brambles
The first explorers to forge a new trail often have to hack through the
brambles, and Stone and Sheffield have encountered plenty. Money is the
most immediate concern. The tests are conducted in the research labs that
connect Stone’s and Sheffield’s offices at the University of Iowa, and the
lab space can be used for testing when it isn’t being used for research. But
supplies, equipment depreciation, and technician salaries all have to be
covered by the fees charged for the tests. By limiting the tests to those
genes that might be involved in a given condition, the program keeps the
costs to patients low—between $300 and $1,000. Still, to minimize
administrative overhead, patients have to pay up front for the tests and
then negotiate with their insurance companies over coverage.

The provision of genetic counseling has been another complication.
“Patients have a whole range of sophistication about the genetics of dis-
ease,”says Chader at the Foundation Fighting Blindness.“Some are very
knowledgeable, while others know very little.” In general, Stone and
Sheffield prefer to work with a patient’s ophthalmologist in delivering
test results, so that the ophthalmologist can provide context for a result.
But “ophthalmologists also have a range of sophistication,” Chader
observes. “If they’re in an academic medical center, they’re more likely
to be up to speed than if they’re single practitioners in a small town.”

The greatest single concern, however, has been the possibility of run-
ning afoul of patent law.Multiple patents cover various aspects of the genes
Stone and Sheffield are testing. In some cases, companies have patented

the nucleotide sequences of the genes in
the hope that the patents may someday
prove profitable. In other cases,universi-
ties have taken out patents on sequences
derived by faculty members.

Stone is opposed in principle to such
patents. “Patenting the human genome
is like patenting the normal structure of
the brain,” he says. If that were allowed,
“you couldn’t conduct an MRI, because
150 people would own the various parts
of the brain you were scanning. So at
some point, people have to say that the

normal structure of the brain is just a fact.You can’t patent Montana just
because you were the first person to think of the idea.”

To fend off problems, Stone and Sheffield hired a lawyer to find as
many of the patent holders on the genes as possible and inform them
of the researcher-physicians’ intentions. They’ve also enlisted help from
“high-level people in various agencies and foundations,” Stone says,
“who’d be willing to make phone calls to these [patent holders’] lawyers
and front-office people if they come after us.”

Stone and Sheffield believe that the proper way to address the issue
is through legislation. They advocate amending the Rare Diseases Act
of 2002 to allow access to intellectual property for nonprofit genetic test-
ing for rare diseases when no commercial test is available. Kate H.
Murashige, a lawyer at the firm Morrison & Foerster LLP and an expert
on biotechnology patenting, thinks that’s a good idea. Though it has
proved difficult to carve out a patent exemption for “research” because
the term encompasses so many different activities, she observes, an
exemption for genetic tests aimed at rare diseases would be more lim-
ited. It’s “eminently doable,” she says, “because it would be possible to
define the specific uses covered by the exemption.”

As a last resort, Stone and Sheffield plan simply to withdraw any test
plagued by patent concerns. On the Web site describing the program
(www.carverlab.org/index.html),they would gray out the problematic test and
add a footnote explaining why the test can’t be given.“If someone asserts
their right to block a test while little Billy goes blind, well, I’d love to have
that person say that on the seven o’clock news,”Stone observes.“However,
it would also be nice if we didn’t drown in a sea of lawyers in the process.”

building a road
The program established by Stone and Sheffield is small, but they believe
it can serve as a model for much more ambitious undertakings. As
researchers uncover the links between genes and diseases, physicians and
their patients will want and need to know how genes are contributing to
a specific illness.For common diseases, commercial companies will devel-
op and market genetic tests. But for many thousands of rare diseases, the
only source of such tests will be researchers and clinicians dedicated to
improving patient care. Now is the time to work out the problems these
testing programs inevitably will raise, Stone believes.

Stone and Sheffield say that they have faith in biomedical research.
Even though obstacles must be overcome, the new knowledge gained
will improve lives.“You can couple the search for basic biological truths
to helping society,” Stone says.“That’s what I find exciting—to operate
at the interface where the pursuit of basic scientific knowledge has a huge
societal impact.”
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Fundoscopy showing advanced macular degeneration.
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1. hhmi President Emeritus Purnell W.

Choppin cited a specific example of the

Institute’s impact on science and the creation of

knowledge. “hhmi began its program in struc-

tural biology in the late 1980s,” Choppin said,

“but I think it’s fair to say that in a relatively

short time this program transformed the

discipline of structural biology both in terms of

research accomplishments and training.

“That was illustrated last month when the

second of two Nobel Prizes awarded in the field

of structural biology was given to hhmi inves-

tigator Roderick McKinnon. The fact that those

awards involved structural biology but were

Nobel Prizes in Chemistry, and that McKinnon

is not a structural biologist but a neuroscientist,

attest to the importance of interdisciplinary

research and the freedom of hhmi
investigators to follow their scientific noses—

something to which hhmi has had a long and

continuing commitment….

“I think that proves the wisdom of

supporting people, not projects—which, as you

know, has been our mantra for two decades.”

2. Elaine Fuchs of the Rockefeller University provid-

ed an investigator’s perspective. The Institute, she

observed,“asks you to rise to a level of creativity and

scientific achievement that you may never have

thought possible. [hhmi] surrounds you with the col-

leagues and the resources that you need and then chal-

lenges you to break new ground and forge innovative

approaches to the science that fascinates you most.

“One of the reasons why hhmi has been so

successful in its endeavors to identify outstanding

scientists and support outstanding science is that

once you bring your research to a higher plane it’s

like being on a mesa. Your view becomes clearer and

broader and the science becomes exhilarating.

“The process of challenging yourself is actually

self-perpetuating. Its excitement propagates to the

students and the postdocs and the colleagues around

us. This is what the Howard Hughes Medical

Catalyst for 
Discovery

Late in 1953, the aviator and industrialist Howard R. Hughes created the institute that bears his

name and decided to fund its work through the profits of the Hughes Aircraft Company. In the ensuing 50

years, the Howard Hughes Medical Institute defined its mission, grew, and began to contribute significantly to

biomedical research.

The Institute celebrated its 50th anniversary with a gala dinner celebration on Sunday, November 2, 2003

(right), followed the next day by a scientific symposium entitled “hhmi at 50: Catalyst for Discovery.”

During a wide-ranging series of symposium discussions, one recurring theme was the recognition of the

need for interdisciplinary connections both in science research and science curricula. hhmi Trustee Jeremy

R. Knowles, dean emeritus and Amory Houghton Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry at Harvard

University, observed that today “the intellectual landscape is seamless.” As an illustration, he told of a seminar

he had recently attended: “A young chemistry professor described how she had isolated a single influenza

virus particle. I call that biology. She had labeled it with a fluorescent tag. I call that chemistry. She used an

epifluorescence microscope. That’s really physics, at least to me. She made a movie—that’s engineering. With

sophisticated imaging analysis. That’s computer science. She was looking at five different disciplines in order

to track a single influenza-virus particle entering a Chinese hamster ovary cell.”

1

2

Photographs by Paul Fetters
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4. hhmi investigator Eric R. Kandel, based at

Columbia University, shared the 2000 Nobel Prize in

Physiology or Medicine for discoveries regarding signal

transduction in the nervous system. Speaking at the

symposium celebrating hhmi’s 50th anniversary, he

said,“My career, in fact my life, has been transformed

by hhmi.”

5. Freeman A. Hrabowski III, president of the

University of Maryland, Baltimore County, made the

case for increasing the presence of minorities in

science. He also spoke to the need for changes in

science education, which he argued would require a

change in academic culture: “What we’re talking

about is tearing down the silos and making

interdisciplinarity second nature, and not only for

faculty but for students—so that they can see those

connections early in their careers. These points are

important whether we’re talking about preparing

minority scientists or scientists in general.”

6. Elias A. Zerhouni, director of the National Insti-

tutes of Health, spoke of the urgency that needs to be

placed on scientific research.“The imperatives for

nih are to accelerate the pace of discoveries in the

life sciences,” he said.“We’re really in a race against

time. We need to translate the research more rapidly

and we definitely need to explore novel approaches.

People should not be complacent.”

5

Institute does for you and your science. All you have

to do is face the most difficult hurdle of your

scientific life and rise above that threshold.”

3. Robert J. Lefkowitz, an hhmi investigator at

Duke University since 1976, gave a humorous

account of an unavoidable event in the life of an

investigator, the periodic review. “In 1978 I was

attending one of my first hhmi workshops, and

[hhmi executive] George Thorn was addressing us

that evening. He said that he really wanted to

reassure the investigators because he felt morale was

dropping—so many of them had been complaining

about the difficulty of these reviews.

“By way of reassurance he said,‘I don’t know what

all you fellas’—and we were all fellas in those days—‘are

so uptight about. As long as you’re the top man in your

field you have no problem with us.’And that’s a quote.”

6
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n many settings—in business, for example, or in a family or on a farm—the word
“growth” usually has positive connotations. But coming from a doctor’s lips, that
single word provokes nothing in a patient but fear. Nikki Harrison heard it just
days after her 36th birthday, as did Rhonda Olenick when she was 55, and Joan
Antonucci at 59. These three women are battling an insidious form of growth
that has caused cells from primary tumors in their breasts to invade and grow in
other organs and tissues in their bodies.

Many primary cancers can be successfully treated by surgery or radiation as
long as they haven’t spread to other parts of the body. But once cancer cells
break free from the primary tumor and form secondary tumors at new
locations—that is, when metastasis occurs—the prognosis is poor. Some 90 per-
cent of cancer deaths are caused by metastatic growths—in other words, most

cancer victims die from secondary tumors. “Once a breast
cancer patient has metastatic disease, we do not know how to
eradicate that disease. Treatment then is palliative,” says
Catherine H. Van Poznak, a medical oncologist at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York City.

Given breast cancer’s toll—more than 40,000 deaths a year in
the United States alone—researchers are feverishly working to
understand the mechanisms that provoke local cancer cells to
spread. A new study reported in the June 2003 issue of Cancer
Cell, led by hhmi investigator Joan Massagué at Sloan-Kettering,
is the first one to identify specific genes that drive cells from a
solid primary tumor to a specific location elsewhere in the
body—in this case, the bone, the most common site of secondary
lesions (bone metastases) associated with breast cancer. And
because these genes differ from those responsible for the primary
breast tumor, the study helps to illuminate the general process of

W h e n  B r e a s t
C a n c e r

S p r e a d s
Investigating how cancer reaches from breast to bone,

researchers find insights on the mysteries of metastasis. 

By MARGARET A .  WOODBURY
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Bone  Metastases
Colored gamma camera scan of the spine 

and ribs of a female patient, showing secondary
cancer. At center is the spine, with the rib cage

colored a deep blue. Cancer metastases 
(green) are seen on the ribs. This bone cancer

arose from a primary cancer of the breasts.
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how cancer spreads, as opposed to how it first forms. This research, no
small feat in itself, may also serve as a bridge between differing schools
of thought on what triggers metastasis in the body.

Low Soc iety  
Massagué refers to certain cancer cells as ones that form a “violent soci-
ety”that spawns a variety of criminals, or “rotten eggs.”To draw out that
analogy, the cells of a primary tumor could be compared to a local thug
who commits petty crimes only in his neighborhood, just as cells in a pri-
mary tumor affect only the tissue in its vicinity. But Massagué’s “violent”
offenders are more in the fashion of a Bonnie and Clyde–type criminal
who takes a crime rampage on the road. Once such cancer cells move
beyond the primary tumor, researchers know that metastasis has
occurred, but no one is certain exactly how this happens.

For some time, researchers have thought
that a few rotten-egg types of cells have under-
gone mutations over time that render them
more and more capable of metastasizing.
Through such cumulative changes in their
genomes, these cells are thought to be better
able to spread violence, so to speak, than the
majority of the primary tumor’s other cells.

But a new hypothesis has emerged that
suggests that most cells that make up the primary tumor already possess
a set of active genes predictive of whether or not the tumor will metasta-
size. Supporting this theory are studies that found sets of genes in the pri-
mary tumor that express a “poor-prognosis”signature—or unique gene-
expression pattern—that correlates very well with how patients will
eventually fare—that is, whether or not they will develop metastatic
tumors in other areas of their bodies.

The crux of the debate, says Richard O. Hynes, an hhmi investi-
gator at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who wrote a review
of the Massagué paper in the June 27, 2003, issue of Cell, is “whether any
cell in a tumor can make a metastatic lesion, or if there are certain highly
metastatic cells in a tumor that give a higher probability of making metasta-
tic tumors.”Massagué’s work, says Hynes,“is a synthesis of both theories.”

Two Gene  S ignatures
Cancer researchers agree that primary tumors are a constellation of cells
that differ from one another. In an attempt to determine which cells in
the constellation might be better at metastasizing, Massagué and his col-
leagues started their experiment with a heterogeneous mixture of
metastatic tumor cells taken from a woman who died of breast cancer
at the age of 51. They injected this cell line into immunodeficient mice
to see whether bone tumors would grow. Indeed they did. Furthermore,
after removing cells from the mouse bone tumors and reinjecting them
into other mice, the researchers discovered that bone tumors now devel-
oped in just half the time.“The [first] mouse had served as a cell sorter,
in effect, selecting those cells from the original cell population that are
better at making bone metastases,” says Massagué.

Armed with this subpopulation of tumor cells that are so well
equipped to go to bone, the next obvious step, says Massagué, was to
determine whether they had the same signature as that of the poor-prog-
nosis signature other researchers had previously found in breast can-
cer primary tumors.

The answer was yes. But Massagué and his colleagues also found a
separate and nonoverlapping set of 102 genes that spelled what they call

a metastatic signature. This meant that “the subpopulations of cells must
still go and get something else to make them highly metastatic to bone,”
says Massagué, meaning a population of cells must acquire both the poor-
prognosis genetic signature as well as the metastatic genetic signature to
move breast cancer to bone.

Patricia S. Steeg, chief of the Women’s Cancers Section of the Center
for Cancer Research at the National Cancer Institute (NCI), believes that
the reasons behind metastasis could be as varied as the nature of breast
cancer itself, with the process being driven differently in different
women, possibly as a layered system needing various components for
a distant tumor to take hold and grow.

One simple version of a layered system might require a primary
breast tumor to be endowed with the poor-prognosis genes before those
cells can go on to acquire the additional genetic mutations found in the

rarer metastatic signature. Massagué says proof of this is needed, but he
suspects it is true.

“Having the poor-prognosis genes most likely allows cells to sur-
vive conditions that they normally would not, such as with unstable
genomes caused by mutations or poorly oxygenated conditions,”he sug-
gests. In essence, this asset allows cancer cells to handle the abuse heaped
on them so they can live on to gain the second set of mutations that later
drive the cells to metastasize to a specific site.

Genes  Go  Gangbusters
To show that their metastatic genes really did operate in high gear to send
breast cancer to bone, Massagué and his colleagues took four of the most
overexpressed genes in their metastatic signature and placed them back
into the original cell population, which had a lesser ability to form bone
metastases in mice. They did this singly and in combination.“When they
put only one gene back in, little effect was seen, but when combinations
of these genes were put in, they went like gangbusters!” says Danny R.
Welch, professor of pathology at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham, whose review of Massagué’s study was published October
30, 2003, in the journal Breast Cancer Research.

All this shows that “there is no such thing as ‘the’ metastatic gene,”
says Massagué. Genes must work together in a 1+1- or 1+2-type fash-
ion if they are to make a breast cancer cell able to travel to bone and grow
there. And, in fact, when Massagué looked at the known functions of
the most overexpressed genes in the metastatic signature, he found that
most have a specific “talent” that makes them friendly to the process of
forming new tumors in bone.

Two of the genes (CTGF and FGF5) are angiogenic, or capable of
assisting with new blood vessel formation to supply a tumor with nutri-
ents; another (CXCR4) is effective at homing cells to bone marrow; IL11
induces cells called osteoclasts to do their work of dissolving bone; and
MMP1 digests bone collagen, assisting in invasion.

Welch says this all fits nicely with 19th-century physician-scientist
Steven Paget’s seminal “seed and soil” hypothesis, which posits that

Massagué refers to certain cancer cells as

ones that form a “violent society” that spawns

a variety of criminals, or“rotten eggs.” 



tumor cells (the seeds) must be favorably disposed to the tissue (the soil)
they are to take root in if overt metastases are to form. Massagué’s find-
ing also provides evidence that the genes responsible for forming bone
metastases are distinct from those that will make secondary tumors in
the adrenal medulla (glands that sit atop each kidney). Different seeds,
in other words, for different soil.

In his review in Breast Cancer Research, Welch writes that the work
by Massagué and colleagues not only supports Paget’s theory but “sup-
ports assertions that there are genes that specifically contribute to metas-
tasis.” This is in stark contrast to an opinion paper (Nature, August 22,
2002) by prominent cancer researchers René Bernards at the
Netherlands Cancer Institute and Robert A.Weinberg at the Whitehead
Institute for Biomedical Research in which they say that “genes and
genetic changes specifically and exclusively involved in orchestrating the
process of metastasis do not exist.”

Their argument, in part, is that a progression model in which pri-
mary-tumor cells acquire genetic changes that make certain cells bet-
ter able to grow at other sites would not serve the purpose of the pri-
mary tumor (which is to get bigger itself). In essence, endowing certain
cells with a special ability to escape the original mass would seem to go
against a Darwinian process that selects what is best for the tumor.
Instead, Bernards and Weinberg argue that the tendency to metastasize
is determined by mutations occurring early in the formation of the pri-
mary tumor, and colonization becomes manifest only when a critical
mass of mutations in tumor cells is reached.

Room for  D i f ferent  Mode ls
Another important consideration, which may help to reconcile com-
peting theories, is the unique genetic makeup of the person in whom

the cancer develops, says NCI researcher Kent W. Hunter. His experi-
ments in mice showed that when the very same cancer-inducing mech-
anism was used in different breeds of mice, some got metastatic disease
and others did not.

A recent paper in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
(PNAS, June 24, 2003) by Oleg Schmidt-Kittler and colleagues at several
German institutions puts forth yet another theory—and one that may
explain why some cancers can remain so small as to be undetected at their
site of origin but loom large at distant metastatic sites.The researchers iso-
lated single cancer cells that had disseminated to the bone marrow of
women with breast cancer. They used comparative genomic hybridiza-
tion—a technique that compares the genetic aberrations of one cell to
another—and found that the cells in the bone marrow had fewer chro-
mosomal aberrations, or mutations, than those in the primary tumor.
They postulated that the cells had left the tumor before gaining the muta-
tions necessary to form metastatic lesions and that only over lengthy peri-
ods would these cells truly become metastatic—able to form overt tumors.

“There is room for different models, and this one would explain long
latencies,”says Peter M. Siegel, a colleague of Massagué’s and a coauthor
on the Cancer Cell study, “but they haven’t proven that the cells they
looked at are actually predecessors of malignant disease.”

In a finding published in Science in November 2003, hhmi inves-
tigator Tian Xu and colleague Raymond A. Pagliarini at Yale University
School of Medicine reported a new method for using the fruit fly
Drosophila as a model to understand the genes that drive the spread of
cancer. Their screening test is already proving beneficial in identifying
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Peering inside breast cancer's toolbox, Joan Massagué identified a set of rogue

genes that accelerate the spread of cancer to bone marrow. 
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metastatic breast cancer. Just ask Nikki Harrison, who is on a host of
drugs, some of which sent her into menopause at 36 and others that
robbed her of body hair right up to her eyebrows and lashes.

Still, researchers toil with the ultimate expectation of better breast
cancer treatments, or even a much-hoped-for cure, for Nikki, Rhonda,
Joan, and thousands like them.“There are things in our study that are
not good news for patients,” says Massagué. For instance,“the toolbox

of genes will be different from patient to patient, and that complicates
matters. But there is also good news: We are no longer in a state of
vague proposal. We have specific genes whose products we can go look
for in their serum.”

That is what excites medical oncologist Van Poznak as well. “If we
find the products of these genes in a patient’s blood or even urine,” she
says,“the potential is there to identify those who are at increased risk and
the site in their bodies where relapse is likely to occur.” In that way,
overtreatment of breast cancer patients at low risk for recurrence, and
the corresponding toxicities, could be avoided. The identification of bio-
markers that can accurately predict patients at risk for site-specific metas-
tases will lead to improvements in targeted therapeutic interventions.

Researchers hope to find one or two gene-product targets and block
them from their deadly metastatic cascade. One possible example is the
cytokine TGFβ, which drew Massagué into breast cancer research in the

first place. Bone is chock-full of TGFβ, which acti-
vates two of the genes in the metastatic signature
(IL11 and CTGF). Massagué says that efforts are
already under way to find ways to block this ubiqui-
tous cytokine.

Another approach could be to target the meta-
static gene CXCR4, says Massagué, because blockers
for it are already under development, owing to its role
as a portal of entry for the HIV virus.

Even so, roadblocks abound, and “one dumb
tumor is worth 10 smart oncologists,”says George W.
Sledge, professor of medicine, pathology and oncol-
ogy at the Indiana University School of Medicine.
“Metastatic tumors learn from their interactions with
us [oncologists], and they change over time, becom-
ing resistant to therapies.”Yet, he is determined not to
give up on his patients.“Everyone has fallen in love,”
says Sledge, “with the chronic-disease paradigm of
metastatic cancer” in which patients manage to live
with cancer in lieu of defeating it altogether. “But I
want to kill the cells!”

The goal, of course, is to stanch breast cancer’s
insidious advance—whether it is via one approach or
a dozen—and in so doing, to remove some of the
negative connotations from that deceptively simple
word, growth. H

The  Path of  Metastas i s
This illustration represents molecular

mechanisms in breast cancer metastasis. From left, the primary breast tumor develops from normal

mammary tissue through the accumulation of cancer-causing mutations. A small proportion of

cancer cells in the primary tumor accrue additional genetic changes that lead to metastasis to the

bone. The elevated presence of functionally distinct classes of metastasis-enhancing genes in these

tumor cells exacerbates the invasion, colonization, and destruction of the collection of tissue known

as the bone matrix. In turn, destruction in the bone matrix releases stored growth factors, including

TGFβ, which causes a further increase in the expression of the TGFβ-responsive metastasis genes

CTGF and IL11—thus extending the metastasis cycle.
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novel combinations of genetic malfunctions that contribute to
metastatic cancer.

Also on the metastatic radar screen is work by Muhammad Al-Hajj
and colleagues at the University of Michigan Medical School (PNAS,April
1, 2003) that found a rare subset of cells in human breast cancers that
are tumorigenic—capable of forming new growths. Sean J. Morrison, an
hhmi investigator at Michigan, was a coauthor of the paper. These cells
have a “stem cell-like” quality, say the authors,
which allows for continued self-renewal, per-
petually deferring the differentiation that nor-
mally slows cell replication.

“The Massagué paper works out, mecha-
nistically, how tumors spread, while our paper
says this subset of [stem-cell-like] cells are the
cells that, when they metastasize, are capable of
forming tumors that keep growing and killing
people,” says Michael F. Clarke, senior author of the Michigan paper.

Search  for  Treatments
Clarke cautions that his team’s work is preliminary but could be very use-
ful in finding new therapies; he believes that mutations are responsible
for endowing the subset of cells with their stem cell-like self-renewing
quality, and that these cells would make excellent targets for new anti-
cancer treatments.

For his part, Massagué finds the stem cell work “beautiful,” and says
it’s even possible that the rare “rotten-egg” cells in the classical model of
metastasis may be these very stem cell-like cells. “If you find the strate-
gies these cells have developed to maintain their ‘stemness’and target that
process so they will be forced to differentiate,” he suggests, “you might
deprive the tumor of the ability to go on.”

Certainly, caution is the buzzword when talking about treating

“There are things in our study that are  

not good news for patients,” says Massagué,

“but there is also good news.”
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Concerned that too few people, among
them opinion leaders and policy mak-
ers, understand science, and fed up

with how little genuine science shows up on
television, some scientists are taking matters
into their own hands. They are developing
plans for a television channel, modeled after
C-SPAN, that would be devoted exclusively to
science. Programming would range from raw
feeds of lectures (including classroom presen-
tations) delivered by leading science educa-
tors to stories produced by professional sci-
ence communicators.

hhmi investigator Terrence J. Sejnowski,
a neuroscientist at the Salk Institute for Bio-
logical Studies in La Jolla, California, and his
colleague Roger Bingham, a researcher at
the Center for Brain and Cognition at the
University of California, San Diego (and
an award-winning creator of science doc-
umentaries), are spearheading the effort.
The two hope that their proposed Cable
Science Network (CSN) will nurture a
national conversation about science-related
issues. Sejnowski outlined their ideas for CSN
in the August 1, 2003, issue of Science.

Not content merely to envision a science
network, Sejnowski and Bingham are work-
ing hard to make it happen. They plan to
start small—perhaps with streaming video
that could be broadcast on their Web site
(www.csntv.org)—then piggyback on an exist-
ing cable channel, and finally start their own.
Ultimately, they hope to provide in-depth
information on complex issues, answer con-
fusing science questions in times of crisis, and
generally improve people’s scientific literacy.

How have your own experiences on televi-
sion shaped your vision for CSN?
Sejnowski: I’ve been interviewed many times
over the last two decades. Inevitably, what
happens is a long session—lasting several
hours and usually taking a whole day of
shooting—culminating in a finished product
that has a few sound bites, lasting maybe 10 or
20 seconds, and almost inevitably focusing on
things that are either wrong or irrelevant. So

for many years,
I’ve had this dream
that it should be
possible to elimi-
nate, or at least
reduce, the filters
that news and
information go
through before they actually get to the public.

The anthrax threats of a couple of years
ago provided a case in point, didn’t they?
Sejnowski: There really was a disconnect
between the information that was made avail-
able to the public at that time and what scien-
tists actually knew. People needed the right

information in order to make intelligent
decisions, but they weren’t getting it
because there basically wasn’t any place
they could turn to. Wouldn’t it have been
wonderful if a channel was on the air that
the world’s leading experts in infectious

diseases, specifically on anthrax, could use to
tell the public, “Here are the facts, here are the
issues, here are the concerns, and here is what
can you do to prevent a problem.” That would
have allayed a lot of fears.

How have scientists and others responded
to your vision for CSN?
Sejnowski: The response has been much
more constructive and positive than I would
have predicted. What I’ve discovered is that
the science community is really poised to
embrace a new conduit for relaying scientific
issues to the public. Since the Science article
was published, numerous individuals, many
of them members of scientific societies that
are directly involved in bringing science
information to the public, have contacted
me through e-mail and at meetings with
generous and enthusiastic offers of help. It’s
clear that there’s an enormous amount of
material hidden away that doesn’t see the
light of day because there is no channel for
disseminating it broadly. And it includes
talks by influential scientists, who are often
extraordinary speakers, on interesting topics.

I N T E R V I E W

Have you had any negative feedback?
Sejnowski: There was some resistance from a
few people who thought it would be a bad
idea to have discussions on controversial top-
ics where scientists disagree with each other.
Their reasoning was that this should get sort-
ed out first in private before it goes public.
But I think that it would be a mistake for sci-
entists to give a false impression of how sci-
ence is actually done. We don’t find the truth
lying on the ground; truth is a hard-fought
battle, often between protagonists who have
very different views of what is true.

How will you make CSN something that
people want to watch and scientists want to
participate in?
Sejnowski: If it’s not done right, it could be
a real flop. Who wants to watch a lot of bor-
ing scientists talk about boring things that
no one’s interested in? That’s the danger. But
if we have exciting topics, riveting speakers,
really hot areas, and a high level of intrinsic
interest, it could be a hit.

The only question in my mind is how to
create a tradition in which scientists want to
make the effort to communicate well. To be a
good speaker takes not only talent but also
time. And spending one’s time in that fash-
ion has not always been rewarded by the sci-
ence community. Also, it’s unclear whether
the science community would consider CSN
a legitimate way for colleagues to inform the
public or whether it would be seen as merely
a way for some colleagues to get a bully pul-
pit for their points of view. But I think that
CSN would basically open up a wide enough
pipe to represent many people and a broad
range of opinions.

—DIANA STEELE
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C-SPAN for Science
A conversation with Terrence Sejnowski.

Terrence Sejnowski believes it’s time for scientists to create a TV network.
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ver the past century, while average life
expectancies in much of the world rose from less
than 50 years to nearly 80 years—thanks to advances
in biomedical research, medical care, and public
health—the well-being of those who live in develop-

ing nations has lagged far behind, with average life expectancies in
some of the world’s poorest countries remaining below 40 years.

The reasons for this sad state of affairs are familiar. Most devel-
oping countries lack the financial resources to promote the measures
for prevention and treatment of disease that have been widely adopt-
ed in advanced economies. Medical science has not made the hoped-
for progress against illnesses that are especially prevalent in poor
countries, in part because research is largely
conducted in wealthier countries. Poor nations
rarely have the means to address their own
health problems effectively because indigenous
capacities in science, technology, and medicine
have been undermined by poverty, social and
political instability, and disease itself. The per-
sistent out-migration of many of the best young
minds further cripples such societies by remov-
ing future leaders, educators, and researchers—
those required to develop a modern community
that includes science and technology.

The effects of brain drain are exacerbated
by governments’ weak support for whatever tal-
ent remains in science education. In Africa, for
example, faculty are so severely underpaid that
most of them must take second and even third jobs to survive, and
their teaching loads are heavy. These conditions make it virtually
impossible to do serious research. Also, governments in Africa give
almost no support for graduate students, so faculty do not have the
quick hands and fresh thinking that help propel research in the
United States. These overburdened faculty also lack modern equip-
ment and ready ways to update their skills.

Despite these obstacles, small scientific programs of high quali-
ty do exist, even in some of the poorest countries. But in my view,
such communities could be enhanced considerably, and their suc-
cesses more likely replicated, by the simple sustained presence of
trained scientists, young or old, from the developed and the
advanced developing countries.

I first raised this idea at the Nobel Jubilee Symposium in
Stockholm in December 2001, in an address that can be read at
www.mskcc.org/mskcc/html/6285.cfm. Since then, the proposal has

gained a name—the Global Science Corps, or GSC; the beginnings of
financial support (from the Rockefeller Foundation); and an admin-
istrative home (at the Science Institutes Group, a small international
team of senior scientists to which I belong). As the idea currently
stands, GSC volunteers will include individuals of varied nationalities
and at different career stages who wish to share their skills and expe-
rience. They may be, for example, older scientists who are nearing
retirement or have recently retired, faculty members seeking sabbati-
cal experiences that will expose them to new scientific problems, and
trainees finishing postdoctoral work and looking for novel and valu-
able experiences before making permanent career commitments.

A major objective of the GSC is that local scientists and stu-
dents gain directly from their training and
research collaboration with the foreign volun-
teers; put more formally, the GSC is an impor-
tant way to help “develop human capital” local-
ly. The volunteers will also share their expertise
beyond the host facilities, lecturing at some of
the nations’ other institutions, visiting univer-
sity laboratories, and spreading their knowl-
edge through the educational systems. They
themselves will benefit from exposure to sci-
ence in another culture, new research collabo-
rations, access to unfamiliar clinical and bio-
logical materials, and chances to address urgent
local challenges such as malaria, AIDS, and
food-security issues.

The GSC is not, of course, an entirely new
idea. But although it has overtones of the Peace Corps, its focus on
science and highly trained personnel is distinctive. And it pays hom-
age to many predecessors—such as the famous British geneticist
J.B.S. Haldane, who worked with his wife at a genetics station in
India for the last seven years of his life.

Another instructive model can be found in a program also
coordinated by the Science Institutes Group—the Millennium
Science Initiative (MSI), one of several efforts designed to strength-
en research facilities in developing nations. The MSI has established
Centers of Excellence in several middle-income but relatively sci-
ence-poor countries. MSI scientists residing in these countries pro-
vide planning and leadership, which ensures a focus on issues of
local importance and on training for local scientists.

A Global Science Corps, funded in conjunction with other
efforts such as the MSI, could be a powerful tool to help developing
countries cultivate expertise that is desperately needed for promot-
ing science and for improving the health and social well-being of
their people. I urge readers interested in helping with such pro-
grams to visit our Web site (www.msi-sig.org).

P E R S P E C T I V E

Harold Varmus, former director of the National Institutes of Health and co-recipient of
a Nobel Prize for studies of cancer genetics, is president of Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center in New York City and a member of the hhmi Medical Advisory Board. H C
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A Global Science Corps
By Harold Varmus
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Scientists have known for some time
that certain genes affect the way our
shapes ultimately shape up—how we

develop physically. Now, researchers have
pinpointed two families of genes suspected of
playing a central role in the “master plan” of
how vertebrate skeletons are sculpted.

In a demanding series of experiments,
Mario R. Capecchi, an hhmi investigator at
the University of Utah School of Medicine,
and postdoctoral fellow Deneen M. Wellik
(now an assistant professor at the University of
Michigan) discovered the roles of two groups
of genes in orchestrating the construction of
the ribs, spine, and limb bones. Their work
appeared in the July 18, 2003, issue of Science.

The geneticists used “knockout mice,”
breeds in which the genes under investigation
have been removed or inactivated by genetic
engineering. By examining what goes wrong in
a mouse lacking the contributions of a partic-
ular gene, biologists can infer that gene’s nor-

mal function. And because almost all human
genes have counterparts in mice, knockout
mice serve as valuable laboratory models for
learning how genes work in humans.

Capecchi pioneered the techniques for
knocking out mouse genes two decades ago
and continues to refine them. In this case, he
and Wellik focused on Hox genes, long
known to be essential for controlling embry-
onic development in practically all animals.
Hox genes encode molecular switches, Capec-
chi explains. They turn many other genes on
and off, thereby orchestrating cascades of
developmental changes in the body. One
obstacle in understanding precisely what Hox
genes do, however, is that there are so
many—39 in mammals—and each one con-
trols perhaps hundreds of target genes. These
multiple Hox genes, termed paralogs, arose
during evolution through gene duplication
and share similar DNA sequences.

On top of this complexity, laments Wellik,
is the issue of “functional redundancy,” the
bane of all geneticists. Typically, two or more
Hox genes act together as a work group. If
only one of the genes is knocked out, the oth-
ers can carry the load, and the mouse will
hardly be affected. So to really understand

what the genes are doing, one has to
disable all the genes in a work group.
That’s what Wellik did—in this case,
to the paralogous Hox10 and Hox11
gene sets, which each contain three
member genes.

Her undertaking might be
described as heroic, although Wellik
confesses in retrospect that “I’ve
heard other adjectives, such as nuts,
insane….” Capecchi wouldn’t go that
far, although he does say that “I’m
amazed she was willing to do it.”

Mice, like most animals, carry two
copies of each gene, one from each
parent. To produce mice with both
copies of each of the three Hox10
genes inactivated, Wellik first had to
generate mice with just one of each
pair disabled (termed “triple heterozy-
gotes”) and then interbreed them.
From those crosses, only rare pups
were born with the sought-after trait
of missing all six copies of the paralo-

gous genes. Making the Hox11 knockouts pre-
sented an even tougher challenge because the
Hox11 triple heterozygotes were essentially
sterile: The males died shortly after sexual
maturity, and the females couldn’t implant
embryos. So Wellik had to generate offspring
embryos using in vitro fertilization and then
implant the embryos into surrogate mothers.

But the Herculean efforts paid off. When
Wellik examined her prized mice, she saw
some remarkable anomalies in the animals’
skeletons. Those missing all of their Hox10
genes had misshapen limbs, confirming suspi-
cions from prior research that Hox10 controls
skeletal patterning. But even more striking
were their rib cages: Instead of having a nor-
mal one around the chest, the mice had ribs all
the way down to their tails. The Hox11 knock-
out mice, in addition to having malformed
limbs, lacked all sacral vertebrae—the bones
that normally attach to the pelvis. Remarkably,
pointing back to the functional redundancy of
these genes, mice containing just a single nor-
mal copy of any of the genes didn’t exhibit
these drastic skeletal transformations.

It appears as if the primordial body plan
was to have ribs along the full length of the
spine, says Capecchi. He believes that the
Hox10 genes evolved, after water dwellers first
ventured onto land, to become master regula-
tors of spine development and shut off devel-
opment of the extraneous ribs.

—PAUL MUHLRAD
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Spared Ribs
Genetic patterning of skeletal struc-
tures offers insights into evolution.

Mario Capecchi studies the skeleton’s “master plan.”

Vertebrae Display In a normal mouse skeleton

(top photo), the ribs end at T13, the 13th thoracic, or

chest, vertebra. The lumbar (lower back) and sacral

(pelvic) vertebrae form normally. But when Hox10 genes

are disabled (bottom photo), ribs grow from vertebrae all

the way from the chest to the tail.
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Claire Day, a 10th-grade stu-
dent at Cheltenham High
School—a public school

located outside Philadelphia—
admits that she’s more interested
in the arts than in science. But
because of an innovative class-
room biology project involving
nearby Fox Chase Cancer Center,
her scientific horizons have been
expanded, as have those of many
of her fellow students.

Funded in part by hhmi, the
Partnership for Cancer Research
Education pairs Fox Chase scien-
tists with area students and their
teachers. The program provides
two kinds of science experiences:
scientist-student mentoring and
in-class research projects.

The first type of project takes
individual students into the can-
cer center to work one-on-one
with scientists for a full year. This
is “the best way for kids to get a
real feel for what doing research is
all about,” says Cynthia Keleher,
who has been the program’s
director (still working with the program, she is
developing a Web site called CancerEdWeb).
Keleher notes, however, that the one-on-one
mentoring “only serves about 12 kids a year
because we only have so many scientists will-
ing to take on high school students.”

The partnership reaches more students
through classroom-based research projects,
which pair Fox Chase scientists with entire
classes. Eight area high schools—and hun-
dreds of students—currently participate in
the partnership’s in-class projects.

For example, over the past two years,
Cheltenham teacher Kathy Feinstein’s biology
class conducted a schoolwide survey on
teens’ smoking behavior. The class analyzed
the data and presented their findings—some
of which were quite unexpected—to school
groups. Margie L. Clapper, director of

entered survey answers into a spreadsheet
and analyzed the data.

What they discovered about teen smoking
surprised everyone. It turned out that stress
was the primary factor in explaining why teens
smoked. “That really caught Ms. Feinstein’s
attention and everyone else’s,” says Claire Day.
“I really think it paid off—not only did it

teach me about smoking, it also
taught me how to analyze data.”

Feinstein says that her class’s
project gave students a kind of
understanding of science that
“you can’t learn from a book.”
Clapper entered into the time-
consuming classroom project “to
interact with the students and
show that science can be fun.” She
gained one unexpected benefit: “I
came away with scientific infor-
mation that I didn’t anticipate
gleaning from the process.”

Clapper and Feinstein also
collaborated on an earlier project
with an honors class that studied
one of Clapper’s funded research
areas—the cellular pathways
involved in colorectal cancer and
how they can be altered with
chemopreventive agents. “They
did a great job and culminated
with setting up a health fair on
colorectal cancer awareness for
the Cheltenham High School
community,” Clapper reports.

The results of the smoking-
behavior project were presented to the school’s
board of directors.“This gave Cheltenham High
School a chance to look at itself in the mirror in
terms of why kids choose to smoke,” says Fein-
stein. The school is also using these findings to
implement stress-management and smoking-
cessation programs for students and teachers.

Overall, the Partnership for Cancer
Research Education gets high marks from
teachers. “They are very frustrated trying to
convey to students why science is exciting, and
this is the best way they have found to do it,”
says Keleher.

Many students have told her that they like
that their findings are cutting edge and that
what they’ve discovered has the potential for
being useful in society. Says Keleher: “The stu-
dents really get excited about doing some-
thing real.” — KAREN KREEGER

Research collaborators at Fox Chase Cancer Center (clockwise from left): Kathy

Feinstein, Margie Clapper, Cynthia Keleher, Claire Day.

chemoprevention research at Fox Chase, was
involved with the classroom survey project
from the start.

Feinstein’s class began by doing a literature
search on the smoking habits of teenagers and
their perception of the health risks. To test
their hypothesis that teens smoke because they
see the risks as minimal, the class members
developed a comprehensive smoking survey
that was given to 1,700 Cheltenham students.
Of the 1,000 students who responded, 14 per-
cent reported that they smoked.

Clapper spoke to the students about the
causes of lung cancer; provided preliminary
data from her lab; helped design the survey;
and taught the class about Fox Chase’s insti-
tutional review boards, which must approve
all research involving human subjects. With
Clapper and Keleher’s help, the students

Science They Can’t 
Learn from a Book
High school science comes alive through scientist-student partnerships.
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Aid in the
Shade 
Investigators find a linchpin gene
that helps control how plants
react to light.

On today’s commercial farms, crops are
planted at high density and individual
plants must compete with each other

for light. To help farmers increase crop yields,
scientists search for ways to control flowering
in plants in response to shade. Botanists have
worked for decades to create short and vigor-
ous plants that thrive in partial shade.

Now hhmi investigator Joanne Chory
has taken this research to a new level. Working
with colleague Pablo D. Cerdán at the Salk
Institute for Biological Studies in La Jolla, Cal-
ifornia, Chory has used molecular tools to
pinpoint a gene and isolate a distinct signaling
system in the plant Arabidopsis thaliana.
Together, this gene and signaling system
explain how some plants adjust their growth
and flowering to shade. The findings were
reported in the June 19, 2003, issue of Nature.

“Chory has discovered a linchpin gene
that explains the influence of light quality on
plant development,” says Scripps Research
Institute researcher Steve A. Kay, adding that
it’s only a matter of time before the finding is
used to improve crop harvests.

“Shade-avoidance syndrome is a series of
developmental changes that a plant makes
when it perceives that it’s being shaded and
therefore not getting enough photosyntheti-
cally effective light to thrive,” says Chory.
Under these conditions, it elongates its stem
and restricts its leaf development. Instead of
flowering productively, the plant might pro-
duce what could be called a “desperation
flower” that produces only a few seeds, to the
farmer’s chagrin. Shade avoidance is second
only to disease as a cause of crop-yield losses.

“The mechanism that leads to plants flow-
ering early in response to shaded conditions
has been largely unknown,” Chory says. To
better understand that mechanism, she and
Cerdán performed a complex screen of Arab-
idopsis seedlings, searching for strains that
showed an altered response to light. A particu-
lar mutant seedling caught the researchers’
attention. In terms of flowering, it exhibited

less response to the light conditions that
would normally trigger shade avoidance. Fur-
ther studies of this mutation led to the
researchers’ first important discovery—that
the plant lacked the gene for a protein that the
scientists called PHYTOCHROME AND FLOW-

ERING TIME 1 (PFT1).
Chory also wanted to know whether the

shade-avoidance syndrome was a distinct sig-
naling pathway in the plant. “Everyone knew
that plants perceive light quality because they
have photoreceptors that are attuned to differ-
ent wavelengths of light,” Chory says. “So
while it was proposed that there was a light-
quality pathway that induces early flowering in
shade avoidance, no one had identified a com-
ponent of that pathway, and no one knew
whether it existed as an independent pathway.
It might have just been part of other control
pathways—such as the photoperiod pathway
by which the plant senses seasonal change.”

To find out, the researchers performed a
variety of crossbreeding experiments involving
mutations in the light-sensing molecule phy-
tochrome B, which is known to sense the par-

ticular wavelengths of
red and far-red light that
enable plants to detect a
change in light quality
when they are being
shaded. These studies
revealed the important
finding that PFT1 and
phytochrome B were part
of a unique pathway, dis-
tinct from the photoperi-
od pathway. Further-
more, they showed that
PFT1 acted “down-
stream” of the light-sens-
ing phytochrome B in
order to regulate the
expression of a gene
called FLOWERING

LOCUS T (FT), which gov-
erns flowering time.

“This is a foot-in-
the-door study,” Chory is
quick to acknowledge.
“We don’t really know
exactly what PFT1 does.”
Further investigation is
needed, she says, to
understand PFT1’s role
in interacting with phy-

tochrome B and in gene activation, and to dis-
cover other components of the shade-avoid-
ance pathway.

Chory also notes that more work remains
to be done on the Arabidopsis genome as a
whole. Although it has been announced that
the Arabidopsis genome has been sequenced, the
functions of the genes still need to be defined.
“We’ve named the players, but now we have to
figure out the details of how they work,” she
says, pointing out that only about 10 percent of
Arabidopsis genes are being studied.

Some of Chory’s colleagues suggest that
her research has significance beyond the plant
world. Kay, for example, says “the work could
offer an important new paradigm that shows
how light directs growth and reproduction in
a broad range of species.” It’s possible, he adds,
that Chory’s discovery of a signal-transduc-
tion pathway in plants “may help to explain
how animals alter their reproductive behavior
in response to light.”

As Joanne Chory observes, “knowledge
gained from plant studies can impact all living
systems.” —ANNE SIMON MOFFATM
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Joanne Chory (right) and Pablo Cerdán did a complex screen of Arabidopsis.
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One of the toughest experiments that
Rafael Radi ever conducted led the
hhmi international research scholar

out of his lab and into the offices and board-
rooms of Uruguay’s political, scientific, and
educational elite, where alliances are forged
and deals are made. Radi’s endeavor yielded
fruitful results: a hands-on science education
experience called Doctores Detectives, which
has already been visited by more than 73,000
school children and their families.

Dr. D, as it is called, is a walk-through
health-education exhibit at Espacio Ciencia, a
science museum in Uruguay’s capital city of
Montevideo. The exhibit is based on the Medical
Mystery Festival program that had been devel-
oped by the Lawrence Hall of Science at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, with a precollege
science education grant from hhmi. In both
locales, participants receive case histories of ficti-
tious children. They then visit exhibits that teach
about body systems and common diseases, and
apply what they’ve learned to figure out what’s
wrong with their “patients.”

Ordinarily, Radi studies Trypanosoma cruzi,
the parasite that causes Chagas’ disease, but he
began to develop Dr. D in response to a simple
question. In 2001, when Jill G. Conley, director
of hhmi’s international grants program, was
visiting the researcher, she happened to ask
him: “Are you interested in science education?”

“Very interested,” he replied.
Radi was motivated by the situation at the

Facultad de Medicina, Universidad de la
República—Uruguay’s only medical school—
where he works. The school, Radi explains, has
three fundamental objectives—research, teach-
ing, and community outreach—but “the out-
reach part was lacking.” Money for such endeav-
ors is tight in the midst of a regional economic
crisis that sent the Uruguayan peso crashing to
half its value and drove the unemployment rate
up to 20 percent.

The scientist agreed to try to find a way to
adapt the Lawrence Hall of Science’s popular
program for use in Uruguay, and he
approached Ana María Ferrari, dean of the
Facultad de Medicina. A pediatrician, she was
enthusiastic about anything that promised

early detection of children’s health problems,
even though resources were limited. “We have
no money,” she told Radi, “but everything else
we have is yours.”

Ferrari was as good as her word. At the
heart of Dr. D are 15 medical students who are
released by the school for 20 hours a week to
lead classes and families through the exhibit

and answer questions. Chosen from 85 who
applied, they were trained as exhibit guides
and receive a small stipend through a special
international education grant from hhmi.
“We are the medical school; we should provide
knowledgeable medical answers to questions,”
says Radi. “And it sends a good message inside
the school that outreach is important.”

To find a venue for the program, the dean
of the university’s Facultad de Ciencias sug-
gested that Radi contact Espacio Ciencia, a sci-
ence museum run by Laboratorio Tecnológico
del Uruguay (latu). Museum director
Domingo Bellagamba welcomed him. “We’d
been looking for a health exhibit,” he said, and
the museum had even reserved a place for it—
prime real estate right next to the front door.

Back in Berkeley, Medical Mystery Festival
coordinator Mary Connolly also was eager to

help. She had even already had the program
translated into Spanish for the Hispanic
school children of northern California.

Unfortunately, that Spanish version, which
Radi and Connolly initially thought would
save them a great deal of time, actually slowed
them down. But it taught both sides a valuable
lesson: to work elsewhere in the Spanish-
speaking world, any translation might first
have to be adapted linguistically and cultural-
ly. Berkeley’s version “was basically Mexican or
Central American Spanish,” explains Gonzalo
Peluffo, an assistant professor of biochemistry
who works in Radi’s lab. “It would have

sounded weird to our kids.” Peluffo worked on
the festival script with Connolly for nearly a
year, changing words like catarro—Spanish for
a cold in Mexico and Central America—to 
resfrío, the word Uruguayans use to describe
the common upper-respiratory infection.

The mock patients changed names too.
Mick, Mia, June, Rosa, Ali, Flori, Nico, and Tino
were redubbed Carlos, Adriana, Gonzalo, Rafael,
Homero, Lucia, Silvina, and Celia. Meanwhile,
Peluffo, who has an M.D., also revised some of
the diseases from which the fictitious children
suffer.“We don’t have ringworm or foot-and-
mouth disease in Uruguay,” he explains. He sub-
stituted measles and sunburn, a serious health
threat in a country known for its more than 400
miles of coastal beaches.

Once working partnerships had been
forged among the medical school, latu, the

The Exciting Dr. D
In a science museum in Uruguay, young medical detectives 
make their rounds—and learn about health.
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Using color-coded forehead fever strips, students at Doctores Detectives take their temperature.



Lawrence Hall of Science, and hhmi, the
labor of creating a visually appealing, medical-
ly accurate, and child-friendly exhibit began.
“The little details are what nearly drove us
crazy,” says Connolly. She and her assistant in
Berkeley hand-painted plastic fruits and veg-
etables for the nutrition station, drilled and
painted cavities in giant plastic teeth, and
searched for a digital image of the right shade
of skin on which to superimpose a measles
rash. “I even learned to put nits on digital
scalps,” Connolly says with a grin.

In Montevideo, nearly 7,000 miles from
Berkeley, the development of the exhibit’s 10
learning stations—body temperature, bones,
bladder, teeth, skin, vision, heart and circula-
tion, respiration, hearing, and nutrition—had
to be guided not by on-site visits but entirely
from photographs. The project meanwhile
inspired two young Uruguayan architects,
Flavio Moran and Federico López, to trans-
form an empty museum room into a soothing
sea-green and soft-blue space. Colorful plastic
banners mark stations where skeletons, stetho-
scopes, air-flow meters, giant toothbrushes,
and even piojos (lice) under microscopes are
set on exhibit tables built to look like hospital
gurneys. When they couldn’t find the blues
and greens they wanted, Moran and López put
their country’s acrylic-paint manufacturers to
work creating new colors.

The exhibit itself, from specimen cups
with hot-pink lids to healthy foods encased in
a plastic food pyramid, arrived in 18 packing
crates in June 2003, just in time for an inten-
sive three-day training session conducted by
Kevin R. Beals and Lynn E. Barakos, Medical
Mystery Festival developers from the Lawrence
Hall of Science, and Adriana M. Cassina,
another researcher in Radi’s lab.

On July 4, hundreds of Uruguayan scien-
tists, educators, business leaders, and govern-
ment officials flocked to Espacio Ciencia to
celebrate the opening of Dr. D. The country’s
first lady, Mercedes Menafra de Battle, joined
these guests in peering at eye charts, testing
their hearing, listening to their hearts beat,
and gingerly prodding the bones of a skeleton
as they followed the first class of children
through the exhibit.

On a typical day in the exhibit, children
wearing pint-sized white lab coats embroi-
dered with “Doctores Detectives”in blue
crowd around a medical student to peer
through microscopes at head lice. Now they

can figure out what’s wrong with their
“patient,” Rafael, whose case history says: “My
mom keeps telling me to stop scratching my
head, but it itches.” At the nutrition station,
they find a clue to why another patient’s tooth
hurts; her lunchbox contains a doughnut, a
chocolate chip cookie, and a slice of pizza.

Before they leave the exhibit, the young
visitors gather in an adjoining room to dis-
cuss what they’ve learned and to ask ques-
tions. Then they hang their lab coats back on
a rack that promptly rolls around so that the
next group of eager young medical detectives
can began their own rounds.

Dr. D is the first hhmi international
grants program project to target school chil-
dren, but it probably won’t be the last. Now,
Mariano J. Levin, another hhmi internation-
al research scholar, is working with the
Lawrence Hall of Science to adapt its exhibit
for the middle school students of Argentina,
and the international grants staff hopes that
scientists elsewhere will follow suit. “We [tra-
ditionally] support scientists who we feel can
have the most impact on research in their
countries,” says Conley. “Now they’re having
an impact on education too. We’d like to do
more of this.” —JENNIFER BOETH DONOVAN
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Another Person’s Treasure 

Lab apparatus considered outdated by the most advanced labs can be treasure in the hands of
scientists who are less well-off. An hhmi lab-to-lab equipment donation program tries to
ensure that discarded but

working devices wind up in the
hands of scientists in developing
countries around the world.
hhmi investigators, for example,
donated two computers, a cam-
era, and three microscopes to the
lab of hhmi international
research scholar Thomas Egwang
in Uganda. Egwang and his field
staff also received a sequencer
from Applied Biosystems. Here,
Godfrey Mujuzi and Alex
Ogwal, technical associates in
Egwang’s lab, use some of the
donated equipment.

Ten computers have been
donated by hhmi headquarters
for use by the bioinformatics stu-
dents of international research
scholar Oleg Krishtal in the
Ukraine. More than $61,000 of
additional equipment has been
contributed by Amersham Bio-
sciences. The Institute hopes to
expand the equipment-donation
program, seeking any equipment
that is less than 10 years old and
in working condition.“We would
rather see it in the hands of
someone who’s doing science,”
explains International Program
Director Jill Conley.

—JENNIFER BOETH DONOVANC
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In Cuentepec, a central Mexican commu-
nity of about 3,000 people, pigs are a
mainstay of the economy and the diet.

One out of three pigs, however, is infected by
Taenia solium cysticerci, or tapeworm larvae,
and the pigs pass it on to humans. A recent
study using cranial CT scans revealed brain
cysts or calcifications typical of severe infec-
tion with tapeworm larvae in nearly 10 per-
cent of the 600 people studied.

Another Mexican community, Orizaba, is
a big city by comparison. But its population of
almost 115,000 endures substandard sanita-
tion and living conditions, and Mycobacterium
tuberculosis—another infectious agent that
thrives in crowded, septic surroundings—is
rampant.

These situations in Cuentepec and Orizaba
have prompted two hhmi international
research scholars, Edda Sciutto and Maria de
Lourdes García-García, to leave their labs in
Mexico City and Cuernavaca to bring their
research to the people. They also bring a treas-
ure trove of other benefits, such as visits from
physicians and nurses, nutrition and personal-
hygiene education, support groups for diabetics
and alcoholics, and veterinary advice. Residents
of Cuentepec have learned how to raise chickens
hygienically for food, thereby reducing their
reliance on pigs. In Orizaba, more than 30 nurs-
es, most of them local residents, have presented
health-education talks to factory workers, pris-
oners, students, and people in homeless shelters.

Sciutto, an immunologist at the Institute
for Biomedical Research of the National
Autonomous University of Mexico, is studying
the roles of genes, gender, and immunity on
susceptibility and resistance to tapeworm in
pigs and people alike. She did genealogies on
all Cuentepec residents and transported 600 of
them to Cuernavaca, an hour away, for free CT
scans. Finding that certain families are more
susceptible to cysticercosis, or tapeworm larvae
infection, than others, Sciutto is now searching
for genes involved in their vulnerability.

In a hospital study, the immunologist
observed that the cysts produce no symptoms

Field Work
The complicated task of 
improving health care in 
Mexico’s heartland.

in some individuals, but in others, they cause
seizures and can be fatal. Inflammation also
was more marked in women than in men.
“This suggests that immuno-endocrinological
factors may play a role in susceptibility and
pathogenesis,” she says.

Having seen no significant association
between environmental or socioeconomic fac-
tors and infection, however, the researcher con-
cludes that “the success of infection of those
living in highly endemic areas does not depend

only on exposure to the parasite. It is related to
other host or parasite factors such as genetics
or endocrine interactions.” The November
2003 issue of the International Journal for Para-
sitology published results of her research.

Sciutto also tested Taenia solium vaccine
candidates. A field trial of a synthetic vaccine
reduced the prevalence of the infection in pigs
by nearly 53 percent. Even more significant,
the incidence of brain cysts dropped almost 99
percent. Sciutto’s goal: vaccination of all rural
swine in Mexico.

Since 1995, García-García, a senior
researcher at the National Institute of Public
Health in Cuernavaca, has been studying
tuberculosis (TB) infection and transmission
patterns in Orizaba and neighboring commu-
nities, some 200 miles from Mexico City. Her
study team used epidemiological and molecu-
lar tools ranging from tracing the people who
have come in contact with a patient to spoligo-
typing (a relatively new technique for identify-
ing strains of TB in different settings) to
screen 1,004 TB patients. They discovered that
the incidence of TB had not decreased despite
a treatment program that approached World
Health Organization (who) standards.

The high infection rate, says García-Gar-
cía, was the result of elevated drug resist-
ance—with 28 percent of the patients harbor-
ing drug-resistant TB strains—and
transmission associated with local social net-
works such as unventilated bars. After rein-
forcement with a short course of directly
supervised therapy, an essential strategy rec-
ommended by the who, the researchers were
able to document a decrease in disease rates.
However, additional interventions are needed
to reduce mortality rates among the prevalent
drug-resistant TB cases.

García-García and her colleagues also
studied 1,289 family members and 1,165 com-
munity controls with whom TB patients have
regular contact, and they found that one in
three of these people was also infected with
TB. The researchers now are working to deter-
mine the epidemiologic, clinical, and biologi-
cal factors associated with such transmission
as well as the probability of infection.

Beyond drug resistance and social-net-
work transmission, there is also the complicat-
ing factor of noncompliance with treatment.
Together, they all add up to “grave conse-
quences for TB patients’ survival,” Garcia-Gar-
cia says. —JENNIFER BOETH DONOVAN

Top: Luz del Carmen Palacios Merino, a physician,

checks TB patient Lucrecia Rodríguez González’s

blood pressure. Bottom: Julio Hernandez Rendon,

now deceased, was one of the tuberculosis patients

in Maria de Lourdes Garcia-Garcia’s study. 
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Dual Major
Focused on mechanics as well 
as theory, Charles Stevens 
is of a mind to find out how the
brain works. 

Outside Charles F. Stevens’s window at
the Salk Institute for Biological Studies
in La Jolla, California, the broad

expanse of the Pacific Ocean beckons brightly.
But the sun, sand, and surf don’t often distract
the hhmi investigator from his intellectual
passion—the organization and biochemical
workings of the brain.

At the same time, Stevens’s focus on his
work doesn’t preclude him from taking a big-
picture view. As a researcher, he maintains a
respected presence in two different but mutu-
ally supportive domains—the experimental
and the theoretical. “I really enjoy detailed
mechanisms,” he says, “but I also enjoy some
of the bigger questions that are related to what
I started out with in psychology.”

Two recent papers are cases in point. In
June 2003, he and a colleague published find-
ings in Nature on what might be considered the
very essence of the brain: the delivery of a pack-
et of information across the junction between
two neurons. Later that same month, he and
another colleague published a theoretical paper
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences on why the location and connectivity
of one brain region relative to another never
vary even though particular regions among
individuals may differ greatly in size.

Gary Yellen, a Harvard Medical School neu-
robiologist who was a graduate student with
Stevens in the 1980s, says that two of the things
that set him apart from many other scientists
are Stevens’s capacity to “approach a problem in
a very fresh way by, in essence, rethinking it
from scratch” and his fruitful deployment of
“very impressive mathematical abilities.”

Stevens began his education at Harvard
University, confident that he would become a
practicing physician. But then he read Sig-
mund Freud for the first time. “I became enor-
mously excited about Freud’s ideas, which I
was quite naive about,” he says. Those ideas led
him to pursue experimental psychology.

Later, in medical school at Yale University,
Stevens got so caught up in brain research that
he had to choose between clinical medicine

and research. “I figured I just couldn’t do both
well enough,” he says. After obtaining his
M.D., he pursued further graduate studies in
mathematics and physics at the Rockefeller
University. “Throughout my career,” he says, “I
have oscillated between things that are bio-
physical or molecular biological—very mecha-
nistic—on the one extreme, and more theoret-
ical” on the other.

Whether practical or theoretical, Stevens’s
research has been influential. His work in the
1970s on the conductance of ion channels in
cells, for example, paved the way for the devel-
opment of “patch clamping”—use of elec-
trodes to measure the conductance of single
ion channels—for which Bert Sakmann and
Erwin Neher shared the 1991 Nobel Prize.

In some of his most
recent research, Stevens has
studied neural packets, or
vesicles, whose chemical
cargo—neurotransmitters—
relay information from one
brain cell to another. In par-
ticular, he has focused on
how the vesicles get their
payload from one side of the
cell membrane to the other
and on how cells recycle old
vesicles.

In one set of experi-
ments, Stevens and Salk col-
league Sunil P. Gandhi used
a fluorescent dye to make
individual vesicles glow
when they popped open.
This technique gave them a
more direct picture than
ever before of how individual vesicles open up
to the environment outside the cell, release
their cargo in the cell synapse, and get reab-
sorbed into the cell and reloaded with another
batch of neurotransmitter.

Stevens and Gandhi found that vesicles use
three modes of communication with the
synapse, or cell junction. Some vesicles open
completely, like a mail carrier dumping a sack of
mail into a bin. Others use a small pore that
opens and closes rapidly, like a mail carrier shov-
ing a batch of letters into a slot that opens and
then quickly slams shut again. Finally, some vesi-
cles get stranded on the surface of the cell after
they release their packet, only being drawn into
the cell when another nerve impulse arrives.

The first mode, called “classical,” takes a

minimum of eight seconds. The second, called
“kiss and run,” is much quicker (less than a sec-
ond). What Stevens finds intriguing is that dif-
ferent types of synapses preferentially use dif-
ferent modes. Bigger synapses tend to use the
classical mode, and smaller synapses generally
use kiss and run. “It may be that if you’re a
small synapse and you have a small number of
vesicles,” he says, “then in order to transmit
information at a high rate, you have to use each
vesicle more frequently in order to keep up.”

Moreover, he notes that the detailed mech-
anisms he has unearthed at the synaptic level
hint at broader issues. “They may be related to
a fundamental limitation on how much infor-
mation per second a particular synapse can
transmit,” Stevens says. “So there is a bigger

question here about how the brain is designed
to be an efficient information processor.”

To find more time and space for thinking
theoretically, Stevens spends most summers at
the Aspen Center for Physics, in Colorado, and
occasionally at the Santa Fe Institute in New
Mexico.“I love my lab, the people there, and
working with them,” he says.“It’s very exciting.
But I also like to get away and work on some
projects just by myself.”

Even in Aspen, though, Stevens rarely
heeds the call of the great outdoors. He admits
that he gets so caught up in his work that in 10
years, he has never been more than a mile and
a half outside of town. “I plan on going hik-
ing,” Stevens says, laughing, “but I never quite
get around to it.” —DIANA STEELEM
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Charles Stevens studies synaptic transmission.



In its transition from a small clump of
undifferentiated cells to a defined organ-
ism, an embryo undergoes an array of

developmental changes that result in an organ-
ism’s multitude of cellular forms and func-
tions. And as the body ages, it continues to
form new cells and regenerate tissues—as part
of normal growth or as a response to injury.

For decades, most researchers believed
that these two activities occurred along dis-
similar paths—at least in the case of skeletal
muscle. The specification of new muscle cells
in the embryo was deemed to take place
through different molecular machinery than
in the regeneration of muscle in the adult. But
according to recent findings of hhmi interna-
tional research scholar Michael A. Rudnicki
and his colleagues, the embryonic and adult
mouse actually share some important funda-
mental mechanisms of muscle growth. The
researchers’ findings were reported in the June
27, 2003, issue of Cell.

Now director of the molecular medicine
program at the Ottawa Health Research
Institute and professor of medicine at the
University of Ottawa, Rudnicki began his
career with a focus on embryonic stem (ES)
cells, the primordial cells present early in
development that give rise to all the cells in
the body. In the 1980s, he headed to the lab
of Rudolf Jaenisch at the Whitehead Institute
for Biomedical Research in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. “It wasn’t just me, but about
1,000 other people,” he says, chuckling. In
the Jaenisch lab, Rudnicki modified genes in
the germline of mice by homologous recom-
bination in ES cells.

Eventually, he found his niche in the study
of muscle and adult stem cells, undifferentiat-
ed cells seen in small numbers in the adult
brain, bone marrow, blood, skin, liver, and
skeletal muscle. Rudnicki’s recent paper
demonstrates the crucial role of one adult
stem cell in particular—called CD45+ for the
cell-surface marker used to identify it—in
regenerating damaged muscle.

A few years ago, no one even knew such
cells existed. More recently, researchers had
seen hints of these cells but weren’t sure of

their function or whether they were simply
experimental artifacts. Investigators generally
focused instead on the muscle-making role of
so-called satellite cells, a self-renewing pool
of stem cells in adult muscle that can make
new muscle cells. (In contrast, adult stem
cells are “multipotent” stem cells; they can
make more than one type of cell, including
muscle cells.) But it turns out that the CD45+

cells, unlike satellite cells, share molecular
mechanisms with the process of embryonic
specification, the unfolding of an organism’s
developmental program.

A crucial part of this shared molecular
machinery is the well-known Wnt pathway,
named for a family of small proteins critical to
both cancer development and progression and
to body segmentation in fruit flies. With as

many as 19 different Wnt genes now identi-
fied, their pathways have been shown to play
major roles in the development of numerous
tissues in many species.

Important questions remain, however.
Rudnicki’s paper and follow-up work from
other labs suggest that the CD45+ stem cells
are a resident population rather than mem-
bers of a circulating cadre of cells, although
not all researchers agree on this. The presence
of circulating cells would imply, for example,
that deficiencies of the dystrophin protein,
the root cause of Duchenne muscular dystro-
phy, might be corrected with insertion of
stem cells—through therapies such as bone-
marrow transplantation—that can home in
on muscle tissue. If it’s a resident population,
successful therapeutic delivery is a much less
likely prospect.

Rudnicki’s group is now looking to the
Wnt pathway as a possible therapeutic target
for neuromuscular disease. They are investi-
gating whether expression of Wnt genes in
muscle tissue stimulates regeneration. His lab

is also investigating whether anal-
ogous adult stem cells are found in
other tissues, including the pan-
creas and the brain. “Our working
hypothesis,” says Rudnicki, “is that
these are a class of cells that [not
only] have a postnatal role to add
cells to tissue during growth but
to involve themselves in tissue
regeneration where necessary.”

This convergence, he adds, is
an important concept for ulti-
mately devising better treatments
for serious degenerative condi-
tions, including muscular dystro-
phy. “Understanding and learning
more about these cells,” says Rud-
nicki, “will lead to insights that
will allow us to exploit them ther-
apeutically.”

His discovery has not gone
unnoticed. Stephen Tapscott, a
muscle cell biologist at the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Cen-
ter in Seattle, commented about
Rudnicki’s work, saying “There’s a
beautiful parallel that, looking
back on it, makes a lot of sense but
was completely unappreciated for
many, many decades of muscle
research.” —GENE RUSSO
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Embryonic Journey
Similarities in cell development in the embryo and regeneration in the adult
may lead researchers to better treatments for degenerative conditions.  

Michael Rudnicki says he is motivated by “the thrill of seeing

something new and figuring out how things work.”
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Last year, Tufts University medical student
Arpita Mehta temporarily kissed the
school grind goodbye to work in clinical

proteomics at the National Institutes of Health
(nih) in Bethesda, Maryland.

Mehta was participating in the hhmi-
nih Research Scholars Program, also known
as the Cloister Program (www.hhmi.org/research/
cloister/program.html), which, since 1985, has
offered U.S. medical students the chance to
spend nine months to a year doing biomedical
research with senior scientists at nih. Those
months can make a difference: During her
Cloister tenure, Mehta became first author on
two patent applications, received an nih tech-
nology transfer award, and helped launch a
project now headed into clinical trials. “I’m
very lucky,” she says.

She’s also talented. Wiry and graceful, with
dark hair and cinnamon eyes, Mehta is an intel-
lectual traveler. After graduating with math and
premed degrees from Northwestern University
in Chicago, she took a job at Motorola, where
she modeled communication networks and
pursued her master’s degree in financial mathe-
matics at the University of Chicago. Although
she enjoyed the math, she missed patients—
and so she changed course, enrolling as a med-
ical student at Tufts. Two years later, when
Mehta learned of the Cloister Program, she saw
a chance to combine her talents by building
mathematical models in medicine.

Getting that chance took some persistence.
In an early visit to nih, Mehta interviewed
with 35 scientists before she met Lance A. Liot-

ta, who codirects a clinical proteomics program
at nih’s National Cancer Institute (nci)—and
then the decision came quickly. “There’s such
an explosion in bioinformatics,” says Liotta.
“Arpita has a unique background that matched
our lab’s needs. We discussed several projects,
and she wanted to do them all.”

Once established in Liotta’s lab, Mehta
began to assess the dangerously late diagnosis of
ovarian cancer. The American Cancer Society
estimates that the disease will kill about 14,000
women in the United States this year. The can-
cer is deadly because it goes undetected for so
long.“If we could just diagnose ovarian cancer
at an early stage, before it spreads, we could vir-
tually wipe out this terrible disease by conven-
tional therapy,” Liotta maintains.

Because ovarian cancer first causes only
subtle chemical changes in a woman’s body, sci-
entists have struggled to identify early biomark-
ers of the disease. Liotta and Mehta, however,
recently recognized a diagnostic treasure in, of
all places, lab trash. Normally, researchers hunt
for ovarian cancer biomarkers among small
proteins, and they simply discard bigger carrier
proteins floating in the blood serum. Liotta and
Mehta figured those bulky carriers might act
like magnets, attracting telltale disease proteins,
which build up and are easily detected.

To prove the concept, Liotta’s lab ana-
lyzed blood-serum samples from various
patients. First, they filtered the blood to gath-
er the large proteins. Then they turned to
albumin, the biggest and most common car-
rier protein in blood. Were disease proteins

stuck to carrier proteins such as albumin?
They shook off all the bound proteins to dis-
cover thousands of fragments, including
markers for HIV, rotovirus, and other dis-
eases—“a whole archive of knowledge,” says
Mehta. “This is going to change the way peo-
ple look for disease markers,” she predicts.
The group has submitted a patent application
for the process.

Mehta also put math to work on cancer
therapy. Despite their wide use, cancer drugs
cause toxic side effects and fail to help some
patients. Tailored therapies could make a dif-
ference. In a project that earned nih and nci
a patent, Mehta calculated the efficiency of
giving a patient lower doses of combined
drugs that target different proteins along the
same biochemical pathway—turning the
entire pathway, and not just one type of pro-
tein, into a therapeutic target. The idea, she
explains, is that the combined drugs affect
multiple proteins in synergy, better achieving a
biochemical result at lower, less toxic doses.

Liotta’s team followed up the math with
bench work, using proteomics to analyze tis-
sue samples before and after treatment, look-
ing for changes in the levels of different pro-
teins. They found that by screening patients
with respect to their diseased cell “protein pro-
files,” doctors might be able to predict which
patients would respond to particular thera-
pies—and, in fact, tailor more effective, less
toxic drug therapies. Furthermore, the doctors
could then evaluate the effect of the therapy in
real time and, if necessary, redesign it. With a
patent pending on combinatorial therapy for
diseases caused by defects in signaling path-
ways, such as cancer, the researchers have
begun designing clinical trials to evaluate spe-
cific drug combinations and test them on
tumor tissues.

Currently in her third year of medical
school, Mehta continues her collaboration
with Liotta—and eventually, she hopes to have
her own lab and patients. But for now, it’s
back to hospital rotations and cramming for
exams at Tufts, although with a new perspec-
tive. “Medical school teaches you to memorize,
but not to think of the mechanisms involved,”
Mehta says. “Now I consider everything more
critically.” —KATHRYN BROWN

Intellectual Traveler
Arpita Mehta applies math models to critical medical research.

Arpita Mehta (left) and Lance Liotta's collaboration

led to two patent applications and a new design for

clinical trials to test cancer therapies.
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It’s face-off time at the Belmont Iceland
skating rink in Belmont, California, and
today tension hangs in the air like…

like…. Well, actually there’s no tension at
all—at least, not the kind one usually associ-
ates with this sport.

There is polite discussion about who will
wear light jerseys and who will wear dark.
And yes, there is some consternation over the
two orange cones covering holes in the ice
right in front of the players’ bench. But a
glove-flinging, head-banging, bone-crushing
death match? No way, folks. If that’s your
pleasure, go home and turn on espn.

What we have today is a hockey game
organized by noted microbiologist Donald
Ganem, an hhmi investigator at the Univer-
sity of California, San Francisco (ucsf), who
coordinates weekly pickup games for an
informal network of acquaintances in the Bay
Area. “When I mention that I play hockey,
people look at me like I’m from outer space,”
Ganem says. “They have this idea that hockey
players are toothless thugs. Actually, I screen
for civility. I’m 53, and I’m not out there to
play with guys who are trying to recapture
their lost high school glory.”

So if you want to play, forget the Halifax
Rules. Ganem’s are far stricter: no checking,
no keeping score, and—most important—no
fighting.

A couple of years ago, Ganem was pick-
ing up his daughter from a figure-skating les-
son when it occurred to him that instead of
freezing in the bleachers while waiting for
her, he could be skating himself. He had long
missed the grace and speed of hockey, which
he played as a child in New England. So after
a 30-year hiatus—“my ‘Rip Van Winkle’ peri-
od,” he calls it— Ganem found a pickup
game and hit the ice.

Literally, alas. One of the scientist’s first
discoveries: Collegiality often is in short sup-
ply in amateur leagues. Elbows fly and tem-
pers flare. “That first game was just ugly. I
couldn’t walk for three days. That’s when I
decided that at my age, you should only play
hockey with people you know.”

Ganem began asking around for other
temperate souls interested in weekly matchups.
(“When you send out an e-mail inquiring
about who plays hockey,” he says,“it’s really just
a way of finding out who on the faculty is
Canadian.”) Eventually, he managed to piece

together a list of 60 men and women similarly
infatuated with the sport. Among the recruits
were ucsf neuroscientist Stephen G. Lisberger
(an hhmi investigator who recently retired
from the ice rink, to the dismay of his team-
mates) and parasitologist John Boothroyd of
Stanford University School of Medicine, now a
regular at Ganem’s scrimmages.

As it turns out, they are not the only sci-
entists chasing pucks in their off-hours. Every
Sunday evening, obesity specialist Jeffrey M.
Friedman, an hhmi investigator at the Rock-
efeller University, lugs his pads, skates, and
stick onto the Metro-North train for the 30-
minute ride from his home in Manhattan to a
pickup game in Mt. Vernon, New York. Fried-
man, 49, grew up making slapshots on Long
Island ponds and is grateful to have rediscov-
ered a pastime so removed from the rigors of
the lab. “There’s nothing about the game that
resembles science,” he says, “other than that
both require a certain amount of aggression.”

That may be an understatement. hhmi
investigator Nathaniel Heintz, a molecular
biologist at the Rockefeller University, was cap-
tain of his team at Williams College and has
been playing for 45 years, during which time
his teeth have been knocked out, his collarbone
and shoulder have been separated, and his
kneecap has been broken. None of it has made
a dent, however, in his love for the ice rink.

“It’s not like golf or tennis or an individual
sport where there’s a lot of personal bravado
involved,” says Heintz, 51.“Hockey is a social
sport. You play hard for two minutes and sweat
like crazy, then you sit on the bench and talk to
people. When the game is over, it’s rare not to
go get a beer and talk more. Hockey crosses a
lot of gaps, and it’s a real retreat from your nor-
mal mode of interaction with other people.”

Back at Belmont Iceland, Ganem breaks
for the opposite end of the rink, where he
slaps the puck past the goalie and into the
net. He pumps both fists into the air as team-
mates hoot congratulations. By the end of the
game, he is lying flat on his back in the mid-
dle of the rink, drenched in sweat. “Uuuuuh,”
he says. “At least I can still feel my toes.”

For these players, the game is well worth
its minor discomforts. “There are moments in
hockey that are so graceful—when time seems
to slow and you’re seeing the game that better
players get to see 10 times as often,” says
Ganem. “It’s exhilarating.”

—MIKE MASON
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Scientists on Ice
After hours, these researchers chase pucks on the hockey rink.
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By day a distinguished

microbiologist, Donald

Ganem regularly morphs

into a hockey player—

albeit a civilized one.
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Mind Control
In Parkinson’s disease, the brain’s sub-

thalamic nucleus (STN) region essentially

goes into overdrive, firing signals at high

rates in abnormal patterns. But

researchers have discovered that a rela-

tively new therapy, known as deep-brain

stimulation (DBS), helps attenuate this

phenomenon. 

According to HHMI predoctoral fellow

Michael Tri H. Do at Harvard Medical

School, the STN’s spontaneous activity

relies on a continuous influx of sodium

ions into the brain cells. DBS, which

involves high-frequency stimulation

through an electrode implanted in the

brain, apparently reins in the subthalamic

nucleus partially by controlling the flow of

sodium ions into and out of the cells. Do

and Harvard mentor Bruce P. Bean found

that DBS appears to suppress some of the

sodium-ion flow enough to dampen

unwanted firing but not enough to prevent

STN neurons from relaying normal signals.

The scientists reported their results in the

July 3, 2003, issue of Neuron.

DNA’s Spaces 
The binding sites of transcription factors

on DNA—places where various transcrip-

tion factors and coactivators hook up and

influence which genetic instructions are

translated into proteins—are deemed all-

important. But it turns out that the seem-

ingly useless spacing between these sites

may actually matter, too. 

Derek Y. Chiang, an HHMI predoctoral

fellow at the University of California,

Berkeley, and his colleagues hoped to

better understand the organization of

sequences that determine how individual

genes are regulated. They devised a com-

putational screen and focused on the

genome sequences of four species of

yeast, searching for pairs of gene

sequences that were common to the

yeast and most likely to be involved in

transcription regulation. In examining

transcription-control regions in particu-

lar, they discovered that close spacing

between two binding sites “is strongly

associated with changes in gene expres-

sion,” says Chiang. The team reported its

results in the June 26, 2003, issue of

Genome Biology. 

I N  B R I E F

Researchers have created a mouse with behav-
iors similar to those of people with schizo-
phrenia, and the model has already helped

them identify a genetic variant associated with the
human affliction. The finding could lead to a better
understanding of the molecular pathway that leads
to schizophrenia and to a new target for a more
precise and effective class of drugs.

The heart of the new model is the enzyme
calcineurin, which plays a regulatory role in both
the immune system and the brain. A few years
ago, hhmi investigator Susumu Tonegawa at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and his
colleagues created a knockout mouse lacking this
enzyme in the brain. They found that the animal
had problems with a type of short-term memory
called “working memory.” But when a postdoctor-
al fellow in Tonegawa’s laboratory looked more
closely, he found several schizophrenic behaviors
as well. For example, the mice were unusually
antisocial, refusing to sleep together, and they
fared poorly in an attention test similar to one
typically used to diagnose people with the illness.

Calcineurin is part of a biochemical pathway
linked to receptors for two neurotransmitters,

dopamine and NMDA, leading researchers to
investigate how the knockout mice reacted to
drugs affecting the diffusion of these chemicals.
They found that the mice responded to agents
affecting the NMDA receptor pathway in the
same way that human schizophrenics do.

Tonegawa then wanted to know whether
mutations in the calcineurin gene in humans
would make individuals more likely to develop
schizophrenia. Ultimately, he, Maria Karayiorgou
at the Rockefeller University, and their colleagues
reported finding a form of one calcineurin-relat-
ed gene in higher-than-expected rates in schizo-
phrenic patients in families where the disease is
evident. The research was published in two arti-
cles in the July 22, 2003, issue of the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences.

Tonegawa points out, however, that schizo-
phrenia is a complex genetic disease involving mul-
tiple genes in different locations, and that the cal-
cineurin biochemical signaling pathway could be
affected by mutations in several of them. “We
might be finding many more targets for an entirely
new potential class of antipsychotic drugs with
completely different activity,” he says.

Mouse Model Offers 
Schizophrenia Clues

Mouse Maze
Calcineurin-mutant

mice cannot learn

working memory

tasks such as the 

eight-arm radial

maze (pictured).

Schizophrenia

patients also have

specific impairments

in working memory

tasks.
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It took more than a decade, but researchers led
by hhmi investigator H. Ronald Kaback at
the University of California, Los Angeles, and

So Iwata of the Imperial College London have
solved the three-dimensional (3-D) structure of a
protein that ferries molecules across the cell mem-
brane. The first detailed images of a membrane-
transport protein may lead to new drugs aimed at
specific molecular targets in several diseases,
including depression and diabetes.

Membrane transport proteins enable mole-
cules as diverse as nutrients and neurotransmit-
ters to get inside cells. Some 30 percent of the
human genome’s sequences code for membrane
proteins, and such proteins gone awry have been
linked to numerous diseases.

Kaback and colleagues worked for 12 years to
understand how one membrane transport pro-
tein, the Escherichia coli protein lactose permease
(LacY), worked. Their goal was to create crystals
of the protein to analyze using x-ray crystallogra-
phy. But LacY’s floppy, complex structure made it
exceedingly difficult to crystallize. By studying
subtle mutations in the protein, the researchers
derived indirect evidence of its structure. But to
fully understand its working mechanisms, they
needed to see it in 3-D.

Ultimately, they focused their efforts on a
LacY mutant protein that attached to but didn’t
transport lactose-type sugars. The mutant, as it
turned out, was stable enough to crystallize,
which in turn led to a successful effort to obtain a
3-D structure. Kaback, Iwata, and Jeff Abramson
of Imperial College London reported their find-
ings in the August 1, 2003, issue of Science.

The structure yielded some surprises. Cells

pump out protons, generating a difference in
charge (the inside of the cell is negative) and a
pH gradient (the inside of the cell is alkaline)
across the membrane—this is referred to as the
electrochemical proton gradient. Kaback’s group
already knew that LacY uses the energy released
by moving protons in the direction of the gradi-
ent to drive the accumulation of lactose, a sugar,
across the cell membrane. But they didn’t know
that LacY consisted of an array of irregular heli-
cal structures, arched and S-shaped, that wind
their way through the cell membrane and
anchor the protein. They also saw a large water-
filled cavity in the middle of LacY that faces the
inside of the cell, as well as a pair of symmetrical
bundles of six helical protein segments that span
the membrane.

According to Kaback, the LacY structure sug-
gests how amino acids from the protein bind
sugar and a proton and carry them through the
membrane.

The study of LacY was a means to an end,
opening important avenues for future research.
“Understanding the structure of lactose permease
itself isn’t important,” Kaback says. “It’s likely that
members of this family of 500 proteins—includ-
ing those that are biologically important—have
structures built the same general way. Our struc-
ture will give others a huge clue for the structure
of other similar proteins.”

L A B B O O K
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Three Blind Mice
For the eye, detecting light comes down to

just three types of cells. That’s the conclu-

sion of a team led by HHMI investigator

King-Wai Yau at the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity School of Medicine, which asked

the question: Are there other light-detect-

ing systems besides rods, cones, and spe-

cial retinal cells that make a protein called

melanopsin? (Melanopsin is needed for the

pupil to constrict and for synchronizing an

individual’s circadian rhythm to light.)

The answer to their question: appar-

ently not. Yau and his co-workers created

mice lacking genes for three key proteins,

each of which helps pass along light

information from rods, cones, or

melanopsin-producing cells. Mice missing

all three proteins were truly blind, mean-

ing they couldn’t see light, couldn’t adjust

their pupils at all in response to light, and

had no sense of a light-dark cycle. The

group’s findings were published in the

July 3, 2003, issue of Nature.

Doing the Twist
For the first time, researchers have meas-

ured the twisting elasticity of a single

molecule of DNA, and they’ve discovered

that it is about 40 percent stiffer than

previously thought. According to HHMI

investigator Carlos Bustamante at the

University of California, Berkeley, who led

the work, measuring torsional elasticity

will enable researchers to better under-

stand “partitioning” of mechanical energy

as a DNA molecule undergoes twisting

during biological processes. Bustamante

and his colleagues reported their findings

in the July 17, 2003, issue of Nature.

E-pistil-mology
In the process of reproduction in flower-

ing plants, pollen grains form a tube that

navigates through female tissues to

deliver sperm to the egg. HHMI investi-

gator Daphne Preuss and colleagues at

the University of Chicago identified a

signal that regulates the growth and

guidance of the pollen tube. The finding,

reported in the July 11, 2003, issue of

Cell, sheds new light on the complex

interplay of signals that control plant

fertilization. 

I N  B R I E F

Twelve-Year Quest Yields Key 
Protein Structure

Ribbon, Ribbon Two views of the structure of

LacY. At left, a ribbon representation of LacY viewed

parallel to the cell membrane (gray). At right, LacY

viewed from the cytoplasmic side. The 12 transmem-

brane helices are labeled with roman numerals.
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Two years ago, Peter J. Bruns left Cor-
nell University, where he was a profes-
sor of genetics, to become hhmi’s

vice president for grants and special pro-
grams. He has since worked hard to promote
the integration of science and education
within the context of hhmi’s unique phil-
anthropic style—providing opportunities
not usually offered elsewhere.

His work has not been without its chal-
lenges. The recent downturn in the U.S.
economy and fluctuations in the stock mar-
ket, for example, depressed the level of
hhmi’s endowment and forced the
Institute to reduce spending. In response,
Bruns eliminated programs that duplicate
efforts elsewhere. He also sought to cre-
atively expand the reach of current pro-
grams without overextending their cost.

Ever the optimist, Bruns sees opportuni-
ties in the face of what might be construed as
adversity. “We still can be nimble and
exploratory,” he says. For example, hhmi
supports graduate courses at the Marine
Biological Laboratory (MBL) in Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, and it sponsors an interna-
tional research program. Bruns thought it
would be worthwhile to bring both worlds
together by offering students of its interna-
tional researchers the opportunity to pursue
its graduate courses at Woods Hole, with the
Institute covering the costs of student travel,
room, board, and tuition. The MBL people
agreed, and the idea has become a reality.

Bruns cites another inventive program,
called exrop (for Exceptional Research
Opportunities), which represents a merger
between the Institute’s undergraduate grant
activities and its scientific-research side.

Started this past summer, the program
matches promising undergraduate science
students from disadvantaged backgrounds
with hhmi investigators willing to host
them; each student spends a summer work-
ing in the scientist’s laboratory, gaining
hands-on lab experience. The idea is to “set
up a mentoring situation,” Bruns says,
adding that if the students later decide to go
on to graduate school, “they will have some

credentials beyond grades.” Directors of
hhmi’s undergraduate grant programs find
the students and hhmi investigators host
them, a powerful partnership. hhmi pro-
vides a stipend for each student and helps
with living and travel expenses.

In the program’s first year, 32 students
spent the summer in the laboratories of 25
scientists. Buoyed by that initial success, the
experiment will be repeated and even some-
what expanded this coming summer.

In another matchmaking approach,
hhmi has asked its 140 funded scientists
around the world if they would be willing
to host American students in their laborato-
ries for a semester or a year. This concept is
based on the study-abroad programs of
many U.S. colleges and universities, which
are often unsuitable for science majors.

“All three of these examples are relatively
inexpensive,” Bruns says. “They are value
added. By working to make the whole greater
than the sum of its parts, we are trying to get
the best return from our investments and
provide unique opportunities for students.”

Among many factors that inform his
planning, Bruns assesses whether programs

are “playing a pivotal and unique role,
which is what hhmi should be doing.” For
example, the predoctoral fellowships pro-
gram for Ph.D. students will end, a decision
expected to save $17 million annually. The

program, which has
awarded 80 five-year fel-
lowships each year, was
cut even though it was
important, Bruns says,
because similar programs
are available elsewhere. In
addition, he notes, two
separate research-grants
programs for medical
students have been
joined, enhancing both
programs and creating
new efficiencies.
Meanwhile, Bruns and his
colleagues are exploring
other ways to support
graduate education.

Even while it pares
certain programs, how-
ever, the Institute contin-
ues to establish entirely
new and innovative ones.

Bruns is one of the architects of the
recently launched hhmi Professors pro-
gram, which has awarded $1 million to
each of 20 professor-researchers to pursue
novel approaches to teaching undergradu-
ate science.

Unlike the usual hhmi investigators,
who are funded for research efforts, these
grantees, although all highly regarded and
successful scientists, are supported for their
educational endeavors, Bruns says. “I came
here believing, and still do, in the impor-
tance and relationship of science and edu-
cation as complementary activities. The
hhmi Professors program is the embodi-
ment of that.”

As Bruns sees it, the mix of prudent
spending with ongoing innovation will help
ensure hhmi’s vitality over the long term.
And as he looks to the future, he sees a field
of opportunity for hhmi’s grants program
in science education. “We’re independent,
we’re flexible, and we’re not bureaucrats,”
Bruns says. “We have a reputation that
opens doors for us. We have plenty going
for us that will enable us to move ahead.”

—MARLENE CIMONS
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For Peter Bruns, science and education are complementary activities.
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■ Two teachers in hhmi-sup-
ported science-education pro-
grams won the National Science
Foundation’s 2002 Presidential
Awards for Excellence in Mathe-
matics and Science Teaching.
Dayo Akinsheye, a mentor-teacher
in a program run by the
Carnegie Institution of Washing-
ton, and Jim R. Boyce, a teacher
with the Fred Hutchinson Can-
cer Research Center’s Science
Education Partnership in Seattle,
Washington, won the annual
awards that recognize outstand-
ing science and math teachers in
the United States.

■ Axel T. Brunger, an hhmi
investigator at Stanford Univer-
sity, won the 2003 Gregori
Aminoff Prize for his develop-
ment of refinement techniques
for macromolecules. The prize is
given by the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences to recog-
nize individual contributions to
the field of crystallography.

■ Jennifer Burbank, a biology
teacher in Ogden, Utah, who is
active with the hhmi-supported
University of Utah Genetic Sci-
ence Learning Center, won a
2003 Outstanding Biology
Teacher Award from the National
Association of Biology Teachers.

■ A virtual chemistry laborato-
ry developed with support from
an hhmi undergraduate sci-
ence education grant to
Carnegie Mellon University
received a 2003 merlot Clas-
sic Award and the Editors’
Choice Award for Exemplary
Online Learning Resources. The
Editors’ Choice Award is the
highest honor given by the Mul-
timedia Educational Resource
for Learning and Online Teach-
ing (merlot).

N O T A B E N E
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■ Three hhmi investigators are
named in the Scientific American
50, a list of research, technology,
business, and policy leaders pub-
lished in the magazine’s Decem-
ber 2003 issue. The magazine
named Roderick MacKinnon, an
investigator at the Rockefeller
University and 2003 Nobel lau-
reate in chemistry, as research
leader of the year. Joanne Chory,
an investigator at the Salk Insti-
tute for Biological Studies, was
the magazine’s research leader in
agriculture for identifying a
molecular pathway that might be
applied to increasing the crop
yields of plants grown in shade
(see page 39). Roel Nusse, an

investigator at Stanford Univer-
sity School of Medicine, was
selected as research leader in
medical physiology for purify-
ing a molecule that may help
restore blood cells destroyed by
chemotherapy.

■ Six hhmi investigators were
among 65 new members elected
to the Institute of Medicine of
the National Academy of Sci-
ences. They are Brian J. Druker,
Oregon Health & Science Univer-
sity; Ronald M. Evans, the Salk
Institute for Biological Studies;
Donald E. Ganem, University of
California, San Francisco; H.

Robert Horvitz, Massachusetts

■ Gairdner Recognizes
Three Investigators
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Among the five winners of the 2003 Gairdner
Foundation International Awards, three of
them—Richard Axel and Wayne A. Hendrickson of
Columbia University College of Physicians and
Surgeons and Linda B. Buck of the Fred Hutchin-
son Cancer Research Center—are hhmi inves-
tigators. The awards recognize outstanding con-
tributions by medical scientists whose work will
significantly improve the quality of life.

Axel and Buck were honored for their dis-
covery of the olfactory receptors and clarifica-
tion of how these receptors transfer signals to
the brain. Axel’s lab has been studying how the

sensory information is represented in the brain,
and Buck and her colleagues explore the mech-
anisms underlying smell, taste, and pheromone-
sensing in mammals.

Hendrickson was recognized for his contri-
butions to macromolecular crystallography. He
played a central role in developing multiwave-
length anomalous diffraction methods and 
was a pioneer in creating computer programs,
based on x-ray diffraction measurements,
which build and refine atomic models of pro-
teins. Hendrickson also determined the struc-
ture of a key molecule in the AIDS virus.

Institute of Technology; Paul L.

Modrich, Duke University Medical
Center; and Owen N. Witte, Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles.

■ Joachim Frank, an hhmi inves-
tigator at Health Research, Inc., at
the Wadsworth Center in Albany,
New York, was chosen as the
Microscopy Society of America’s
2003 Distinguished Scientist in
the Biological Sciences. The award
recognizes lifetime achievement.

■ Joseph L. Goldstein, a member
of the hhmi Board of Trustees
and chair of molecular genetics
at the University of Texas (UT)
Southwestern Medical Center at

BUCK



University College of Physicians
and Surgeons, won the 2003
Academy Medal for Distin-
guished Contributions in Bio-
medical Sciences, given by the
New York Academy of Medicine.

■ Richard L. Huganir, an hhmi
investigator at the Johns Hop-
kins University School of Medi-
cine, won the 2004 Santiago
Grisolía Chair, a prize given by
the Cátedra Santiago Grisolía of
Valencia, Spain.

■ Ravi S. Kamath, a former hhmi
predoctoral fellow and now a
medical student at Harvard Med-
ical School, won a 2003 Amer-
sham Biosciences and Science
Prize for Young Scientists. He was
one of two regional winners rep-
resenting Europe, having done his
doctoral work at the University of
Cambridge. The prize is awarded
jointly by Amersham Biosciences
and the journal Science to recog-
nize outstanding graduate stu-
dents in molecular biology.

Dallas, is one of 15 researchers
nationwide named Distinguished
Scientist by the American Heart
Association. The newly created
title recognizes contributions
that have advanced the under-
standing and management of
cardiovascular disease. Goldstein
shared the 1985 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine with
Michael Brown, also of UT
Southwestern, for the discovery
of the underlying mechanism of
cholesterol metabolism.

■ Joseph Heitman, an hhmi
investigator at Duke University
Medical Center, received the
2003 idsa Squibb Award, which
recognizes outstanding achieve-
ment in infectious-diseases
research by a young (age 45 or
under) member or fellow of the
Infectious Diseases Society of
America. Heitman was also
elected as a fellow of the society.

■ Wayne A. Hendrickson, an
hhmi investigator at Columbia
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■ Carol Lewis, a 1999–2001
hhmi-nih research scholar,
received the 2003 Janet M. Glas-
gow Memorial Award of the
American Medical Women’s
Association. The award is given
to a female medical student who
graduates first in her class.

■ David J. Mangelsdorf, an hhmi
investigator at the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical
Center at Dallas, received the
2003 Heinrich Wieland Prize for
his lipids research. The prize is
given by Boehringer Ingelheim
Corporation in honor of Hein-
rich Otto Wieland, 1927 Nobel
laureate in chemistry.

■ Emmanuel Mignot, an hhmi
investigator at Stanford 
University School of Medicine,
won the 2003 F.E. Bennett
Memorial Lectureship Award
from the American Neurological
Association. The award recog-
nizes outstanding researchers
and educators in neurology.

■ George Mosialos, an hhmi
international research scholar in
Greece, won the Bodossaki Foun-
dation’s 2003 Scientific Prize in
Biomedical Sciences. He shared
the prize, which recognizes out-
standing work of young scientists
of Greek descent, with Vasso
Apostolopoulos of Australia.

■ David C. Page, an hhmi inves-
tigator at the Whitehead Institute
for Biomedical Research, received
the Curt Stern Award from the
American Society of Human
Genetics. The award, which rec-
ognizes scientific achievement in
human genetics over the past 10
years, honored Page for his
research on the Y chromosome.

■ Nikola P. Pavletich, an hhmi
investigator at Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center, is one
of three winners of the 2003 Paul
Marks Prize for Cancer Research,
which recognizes significant con-
tributions to the basic under-
standing and treatment of cancer

Landis Zimmerman has been elected as the Insti-
tute’s vice president and chief investment officer.
He will join the Institute in early 2004. Zimmer-
man, who is currently chief investment officer for
the University of Pennsylvania, will be responsible
for investing the Institute’s endowment, which
stood at $11.3 billion at the close of the 2003 fis-
cal year. He succeeds the late Nestor V. Santiago.

“Landis is a superb addition to hhmi’s
senior leadership team. He successfully man-
aged Penn’s endowment through a turbulent
period in the marketplace, and combines an
understanding of the nonprofit world with Wall
Street experience,” said Thomas R. Cech, presi-
dent of the Institute. “As the son of two
chemists, Landis appreciates our mission and
understands the critical role that the endow-
ment plays in our support for biomedical

research and science education.”
Zimmerman was named Penn’s first chief

investment officer in 1998, and has been respon-
sible for managing the university’s $3.6 billion
endowment. At Penn, he oversaw a restructuring
of the endowment’s asset allocation and a reor-
ganization of the office of investments.

Zimmerman graduated from the University
of Pennsylvania in 1981 and received his M.B.A.
from the Wharton School in 1985. He joined J.P.
Morgan’s commercial bank training program in
1985 and rose to vice president, emerging mar-
kets structured products. In 1994, he joined
Bear, Stearns & Co., where he was associate
director of the derivatives department. In 1996,
he joined the Rockefeller Foundation; as associ-
ate director of investments there, he managed
the private equity and fixed income portfolios.

ZIMMERMAN

■ HHMI Names New Investment Officer
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by scientists age 45 or under.
Pavletich shares the prize with
Yuan Chang of the University of
Pittsburgh Cancer Center and
John F. X. Diffley of the Cancer
Research UK London Research
Institute for determining the
structures of proteins that play
roles in cancer development.

■ Samuel C. Silverstein, program
director of an hhmi precollege
science-education outreach pro-
gram at Columbia University
College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, received the 2003 Mayor’s
Award for Public Understanding
of Science from New York City
Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg.
Silverstein’s hhmi-supported
program provides summer
research experiences for second-
ary-school science teachers.

■ John Mark Sloan, an hhmi-
nih research scholar in 2000–
2001, was chosen to be a
Yale/Johnson & Johnson Physician
Scholar in International Health.

Carolyn McGinnis, manager of
administrative services at hhmi’s
Rockefeller University office of
administrative services for the
past 13 years, passed away on
August 23 after a long illness. The
quintessential service-minded
manager, Carolyn was known for
the boundless energy and deep
commitment she brought to her
work. Moreover, she was genuine-
ly interested in the lives of all who crossed her
path and always found time to listen and assist

anyone who sought her counsel.
“Carolyn was a special person

who helped me in my science in
many ways,” said one of her col-
leagues at Rockefeller, hhmi
investigator Roderick MacKin-
non. “She cared deeply about the
well-being of her scientists. She
was a person of deep insight and
compassion. So many times I
turned to her for advice, and

every time she had the answers for me.” She will
be greatly missed.

i n  m e m o r i a m

CAROLYN McGINNIS

■ George W. Thorn, chairman
emeritus of the hhmi Board of
Trustees who served the Institute
in various capacities for nearly
half a century, received the Massa-
chusetts Medical Society’s Lifetime
Achievement Award for his contri-
butions to the practice of medi-
cine and the goals of the society.

■ Shyam Unniraman, a research
associate in hhmi investigator
David G. Schatz’s laboratory at
Yale University School of
Medicine, was one of 15 young
scientists from India who
received the 2003 Young Scien-
tist Medal from the Indian
National Science Academy.

■ Bert Vogelstein, an hhmi
investigator at the Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine,
won the 2003 John Scott Award
from the City Trusts of the City
of Philadelphia. The award rec-
ognizes men and women whose
inventions have contributed to
the comfort, welfare, and happi-
ness of mankind.

■ Mary Margaret Welch, a Mercer
Island, Washington, high school
teacher who is active in the
hhmi-supported Science Edu-
cation Partnership of the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center in Seattle, won an Amgen
Award for Science Teaching
Excellence, one of 14 awarded
nationwide.

■ Owen N. Witte, an hhmi
investigator at the University of
California, Los Angeles, received
the Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society’s 2003 de Villiers Inter-
national Achievement Award,
which recognizes research that
advances the treatment or pre-
vention of leukemia, Hodgkin
and non-Hodgkin lymphoma,
or myeloma.

■ Meiosis Study is Honored
Angelika Amon, an hhmi investigator at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, received
both the National Science Foundation’s 2003
Alan T. Waterman Award for young scientists
and engineers and the 2003 Eli Lily and Com-
pany’s Research Award for young biologists.
These honors recognize her contributions,
which she described in recent papers in Cell and
Science, to the study of chromosome segrega-
tion during cell division.

When a cell does not properly segregate its
chromosomes, the daughter cells may have three
copies of a chromosome, or just one, instead of
a matching pair. This condition, known as aneu-
ploidy, can cause miscarriages and birth defects
such as Down syndrome. It can also lead to can-
cer, and indeed, most cancer cells exhibit mas-
sive aneuploidy. Cells that receive the wrong
number of chromosomes may have an overload

of oncogenes or
an undersupply
of tumor-sup-
pressor genes;
either outcome
can cause
uncontrolled
cell prolifera-
tion and cancer.

Researchers
had identified
many genes involved in chromosome segrega-
tion, but their functions remained unknown.
In studying the activities of some of those
genes, Amon found that the Cdc14 gene prod-
uct induces the transition from cell division
back into the cell’s resting phase, and she
defined signaling pathways that control Cdc14
activity. —CATHRYN M. DELUDE

AMON
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The institute lost one of its senior statesmen on August
20, 2003, when hhmi Trustee James H. Gilliam Jr. passed away
unexpectedly at his home near Wilmington, Delaware. He was 58.
Distinguished in his career as an attorney and businessman,
and esteemed as an effective community leader and philanthro-
pist, Gilliam leaves a rich legacy of accomplishment.

A charter member of the hhmi Board of Trustees,
Gilliam was appointed by the Delaware Court of Chancery in
1984. Along with current charter trustees Frank W. Gay,
Hanna H. Gray, and William R. Lummis, he had served
hhmi with distinction since then.

At the time of his death Gilliam chaired the hhmi
Board’s audit and compensation com-
mittee. As hhmi President Thomas R.
Cech observed, however, his importance
to the Institute went well beyond that key
role. “Jim’s wise counsel and conscien-
tious work helped shape the Institute as
we know it today,” Cech said. “He con-
tributed inestimably to the integrity and
high standards of our business practices
and administration. At the same time, he
encouraged our efforts to promote a
more diverse scientific community.”

Not simply a successful business-
man—although he was certainly that—
Gilliam was also a highly regarded com-
munity leader. Soft-spoken but tenacious,
smart, incisive, and quick with humor, he
practiced a style of leadership that was quiet but adroit. He is
remembered as a man who cared deeply about doing not what
was expedient, but what was right.

When it came to helping others, Gilliam was both pas-
sionate and compassionate. As his sister, Patrice Gilliam-
Johnson, told the Newcastle-Wilmington News Journal,
Gilliam believed that “to whom much is given, much is
required.” Gilliam believed in “making other people’s lives
better,” his sister said. “His life spoke to that.”

To his many colleagues, especially those in the
Wilmington community, Gilliam was known as an energetic
and dogged problem-solver who rose to any challenge, no
matter how difficult. He addressed those challenges with con-
summate style, substance, skill, and grace. Gilliam was well
known for his ability to help bring people with disparate
points of view to consensus, and for his successful efforts to
create meaningful links across diverse communities. He

shunned the limelight, though, preferring to do his work qui-
etly behind the scenes.

Gilliam was an accomplished lawyer and businessman. An
alumnus of Morgan State University, he earned his law degree
from the Columbia University Law School and began his
career in private practice. After serving an appointment as
Delaware’s secretary of community affairs and economic devel-
opment, he joined Beneficial Corporation, where he served as
executive vice president and general counsel and on the execu-
tive committee until the company was purchased in 1998. At
the time of his death, he was a private investor and chief coun-
sel of a private investment firm.

One of the unifying threads of
Gilliam’s illustrious life was his abiding
commitment to volunteer service. At the
national level, in addition to his work with
hhmi, he was a trustee of the National
Geographic Society and other organiza-
tions, and of several corporations, founda-
tions, and colleges. Revered and respected
as an accomplished civic leader in
Wilmington, his hometown since college,
Gilliam also served many local director-
ships and volunteer positions. As just one
example of his deep commitment to the
Wilmington community, he was a founder
of the Black Tie Affair, a mentoring and
networking opportunity for young men.

Exemplifying Gilliam’s dedication as a
family man is the surprise he announced for his father’s 80th
birthday—he and his wife Linda created a $1.5 million fine
arts endowment at Morgan State University. Given in honor of
his parents, the gift was the largest in Morgan State’s history. In
addition to his wife, sister, and parents, Gilliam is survived by
three daughters, Alexis, Leslie, and Morgan.

In the days after his death, local and national newspaper edi-
torials celebrated Gilliam’s remarkable accomplishments in life.
Bill Clinton sent condolences. CEOs sang his praises, as did
members of Congress, the governor of Delaware, and many other
civic leaders.

In his distinctively thoughtful and gentlemanly manner,
James H. Gilliam Jr. contributed significantly and fundamen-
tally to the very fabric of hhmi. “Jim’s death is a loss on both
the personal and professional levels,” Dr. Cech said, “but he
will continue to live in our hearts and guide our work for
countless days to come.”

I N  M E M O R I A M

A Tribute to James H. Gilliam Jr.
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»Genes and Longevity
Is there a formula for living to
the age of 100 or beyond?
Researchers are hard at work to
define genetic markers that 
contribute to human longevity.
They hope to find ways to 
protect against—or retard—the
diseases of old age.

»Assessing Science Education
Most of us get our grounding in
science in elementary and 
secondary school. For some
future scientists, the precollege
classroom is where careers are
sparked. So how good is science
education in the schools? A
number of investigators tell us
what they think.

»Food for Thought
Why do chocolate lovers salivate
when they see a candy bar
wrapper? The answer is in the
way the brain connects food
and food-related images.

These twin sisters from
Australia were almost
100 when this portrait
was taken circa 1930.
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